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Abstract

This work presents experimental results from two campaigns using the Gemini laser
system at RAL and the JETI 40 laser in Jena. Simulations using EPOCH are
also presented. The overall theme is the effect of near time, femtosecond - tens of
picoseconds, contrast on different mechanisms produced by laser - plasma interaction.

The Gemini experiment is one which examines the effect of a controlled pre-
pulse of intensity 1016Wcm−2 introduced into a set-up for ion acceleration via Target
normal sheath accelerartion (TNSA). Using the optical streaking method, ultrafast
absorption dynamics induced by the acclerated protons in H20 are observed. This
induced opacity occurs due to the formation of solvated electrons which have a broad
absorption spectrum. By changing the arrival of the controlled prepulse the maxi-
mum energy of the incident protons, and by extension their stopping depth in the
H20 sample, can be finely tuned. This is important in understanding how to optimise
the proton acceleration method. Our experiments demonstrate that the introduction
of a controlled, defined prepulse can also increase the stability of the laser driven pro-
ton beam. Controlling the plasma scale length and expansion it is possible to achieve
a more reproducible experiment. This will be essential for applications examining
the interaction of protons in matter.

The experimental results from the JETI 40 are presented in chapter 4, examining
the effect of third order dispersion (spectral phase) on high harmonic generation.
The third order dispersion (TOD) changes the shape of the incident pulse creating
either leading or trailing satellite pulses which can have an effect on the harmonics
generated. A scan of TOD is undertaken and the harmonics examined. This provides
new insight into how the near-time contrast on the femtosecond time scale affects the
harmonic generation. A controlled prepulse similar to that used on the Gemini laser
system is then introduced on the JETI 40 and the same scan of TOD is undertaken. It
is found that a combination of both a prepulse and TOD are significant for obtaining
the highest effciency harmonics. This implies that contrast on these timeframes must
be considered for proposed applications using this source.

Finally EPOCH simulations are performed to model the JETI 40 results in a
simplified fashion. These simulations examine the role of a shoulder peaking 100 fs
before the main pulse. The intensity of the pulse shoulder is varied and the resulting
harmonic effeciency examined. This allows for a closer look into the plasma scale
length and a simplified view into what role the near time contrast has on harmonic
generation. It is found that while in these simulaions no harmonic enhancement was
seen, certain attosecond pulses could be amplified for some laser cycles.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Thesis Outline

The aim of this thesis is to highlight the importance of making changes to the

contrast of the laser pulse on a near time scale – femtosecond to few picosecond – on

the subsequent secondary radiation mechanisms. A vast range of research has been

conducted via the laser since it’s invention in 1960,[1] two areas at the forefront of

this research today are laser ion acceleration and high harmonic generation. This is

in part due to the discovery of chirped pulse amplification – described later – allowing

short pulses to be amplified to high enough intensities to drive electrons to relativistic

velocities [2], which forms the basis for these novel radiation sources. These areas of

research form many interesting applications ranging from cancer therapy, radiation

chemistry, understanding more about the effects of ionising radiation in matter to

attosecond science and Free electron laser (FEL) seeding.

Laser accelerated ions are a subject of great focus in cancer therapy for reducing

the cost and size of facility needed for treatment. [3]. They are currently not suitable

due to the necessity of needing high energy 250MeV monoenergetic protons.[4]. This

work, while producing much lower energies, looks at the small changes that could

be made to couple more of the laser energy into the plasma and thus accelerate

the protons to higher energies. However this area of research is not only to achieve

higher and higher energy protons, the fundemental effects and science at play need

to be fully understood for such an important application such as cancer therapy
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and this science does not greatly change due to the protons energy. Experimental

campaingns, like the one described in chapter 3, aim to look at the secondary effects

of the protons in water as well as the effect of the laser pulse on the proton pulse.

The work described makes for a more stable proton signal allowing more data to be

built up during an experiemental campaign.

Figure 1.1: Simple scehmatic highlighting the timeframe on which different processes
occur on

Likewise for applications using harmonic radiation higher conversion effciency

(the ratio of the input laser pulse to the harmonic intensity) is needed. Efficient

isolated attosecond pulses are needed to observe fast transitions with shorter and

shorter attosecond pulses needed to obseve the fastest electronic transitions as shown

in fig 3.6. [5]. The work presented in chapter 4 and 5 looks at an important step

to further increase the effciency of the harmonics produced from a high power laser

with an overdense plasma by tuning the contrast of the laser. Along with increasing

the harmonic efficiency for applications in attosecond science, [6] another important

area where this will find importance is the future seeding schemes for free electon

lasers (FELs). Currently seeded by self - amplified spontaneous emission (SASE),

a process random in nature, harmonics at high enough efficincy could prove an

ample seed pulse. [7]. The question this thesis poses then, is how important is

near time contrast in achieving the applications previously discussed? Near time

contrast is often an overlooked parameter, thought to be over-ridden by the main

pulse contrast, however this thesis shows this is not the case and that near time

4
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contrast is an important and fine tunable parameter in the quest for more efficient

laser driven radiation sources.

1.1 Outline of Thesis

A general overview of the chapters which make up this thesis is given below. The

work although broad in scope, from laser- ion acceleration to high harmonic gener-

ation, has one central theme, examining the role and affect of near time coherent

contrast of the laser pulse on the subsequent secondary radiation sources. The fol-

lowing chapters examine two experimental campaigns to investigate this in which

the same controlled prepulse technique was utilised, the final results chapter then

delves into some prelimenary EPOCH simulations to further examine the effects.

Chapter 2 - Background Theory

This chapter is a review of the physical principals relevant to this thesis. Firstly

ultrashort, femtosecond laser pulses are discussed, leading onto the dispersion effects

they are subject to. This section discusses third order dispersion (TOD) which is

central to chapter 4. The secondary radiation sources are discussed in detail, starting

with target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) and then the various high harmonic

generation (HHG) mechanisms from solid targets.

Chapter 3 - Controlling the characteristics of TNSA

protons by use of a defined prepulse

This chapter discusses in detail an experiment carried out on the Gemini Laser at

Rutherford Appleton Labs (RAL). The experiment looks at controlling the energies

5
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and stability of protons accelerated via the TNSA mechanism. To do this, a defined

prepulse is introduced into the system which can vary in arrival time relative to the

main pulse. The prepulse was changed between a -2 and -15ps delay by use of a

prepulse mirror discussed in this chapter. The chapter outlines the importance of

this work from both and optimisation of time while on experiment, as well as to gain

a deeper understanding of proton - water interactions on an ultrafast timescale. The

proton signal is detected by the ion induced opacity which will be explained, leading

to a drop in transmission of our chirped probe pulse, also described in this section.

The optical probe technique allows for a online diagnositic which does not require

lengthy pump down and let up cycles like that of RCF. The Astra - Gemini laser

system is described and results from another laser facility with the same prepulse

parameters are compared to outline how the results greatly depend on the laser

system being used.

Chapter 4 - Enhanching Harmonic efficiency from

overdense plasmas by contolling the near time co-

herent contrast using Third Order Dispersion (TOD)

and a controlled prepulse

The experiment undertaken on the JETI laser system in Jena is described. The

third order dispersion (TOD) of the incident pulse is changed by use of a dazzler

described in this section. The implication of the harmonics then produced from the

laser - matter interaction are then discussed. An in depth look at the Jeti 40 laser

system and the experimental set-up used for the experiment is outlined. A prepulse

mirror, like that used in chapter 3, is introduced into the experiement while the TOD

is also changed and the results of the interaction are discussed in detail.

6
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Chapter 5 - Understanding laser - plasma bound-

ary interactions for various Third Order Dispersion

settings via EPOCH simulations

Building upon the previous chapter this section looks to add more depth and under-

standing to what exactly is taking place at the laser - plasma boundary when the

TOD of the incident pulse is changed. A brief description of PIC codes, in particular

EPOCH is first, followed by the boudier method which allows the laser to be input in

oblique incidence in 1D saving greatly on computational time. The input parameters

are described, keeping as close as possible to the experiment on JET1 40. A shoulder

peaking at 100 fs before the main pulse is input and the intensity changed to see the

effect on the harmonics generated.

Chapter 6 - Conclusion

This summary chapter reiterates the final conclusios of each chapter and the outlook

for futre work and experiments.

1.2 Role of the Author

The work discussed in this thesis was from two experiments and simulation work.

All the work, analysis and simulations were conducted by the author under the

supervision of Dr. B. Dromey and Dr. M. Yeung. The results obtanied on the

JETI 40 laser were from an experiment in 2015 in which the author was a member

of the experimental team responsible for experimental set - up and implementation,

target changes and alignment, shot taking and recording and the operation of CCD

cameras. The analysis of the data obtained was performed by the author under the

7
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supervision of Dr. B Dromey, Prof. M. Zepf and Dr. M. Yeung. The work on the

Gemini Laser system at RAL was undertaken during the summer of 2018, were again

the author was part of an experimental team, setting up the experiment, running

diagnostics and shot taking. In particular the author set - up the prepulse mirror and

alignment. The analysis was again carried out by the author under the supervision

of Dr. B. Dromey. The simulations and analysis in the final results chapter were

completed by the author in close talks with and under the supervision of Dr. M.

Yeung. In addtition to the work presented here the author was also involved in a

number of experimental campaigns carried out at Queen’s University Belfast on the

TARANIS laser system between 2014 and 2017. The author was part of a team that

set-up and implemented the experiment. A list of publications either published or in

preparation from that work is found at the end of this thesis. The author was also

part of an experimental team at the LU LI Laser in Paris in 2016 with the related

publication shown at the end.
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Chapter 2

Background Theory

This chapter introduces the physical principles and ideas necessary to understand

the data discussed in this thesis. Starting with the laser pulse itself, the theory

behind short pulses and how they are amplified to intensities used in this work,

the contrast, which is the main focus of this thesis, is then introduced. This is the

amount of energy deposited on target before the arrival of the main pulse. This is the

main investigation in the data, with controlled prepulses added at different times as

well as changing the third order dispersion or spectral phase of the incident pulse and

analysing the affects. The electro-magnetic fields in the laser pulse are discussed, in

particular the electron motion in these fields. The laser pulse hitting a target forms

a plasma with leading to a discussion on plasma dynamics and characterisitcs as

well as how the laser pulse interacts with this plasma. The main physical principles

of the two secondary radiation sources from laser-matter interaction presented in

the coming chapters, HHG and Ion acceleration, are then described. Much of the

information discussed was obtained from the books from Gibbon :Gibbon2005 and

Chen [8]
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2.1 The Femtosecond Laser Pulse

Since this work focuses on the role of laser pulse contrast in laser-matter interactions

(defined here as the ratio of peak focused intensity to the intensity a stated time T

before the peak) it is important to clarify the origin of this important feature and

dicuss in detail, how these ultrafast pulses are achieved.

The availability of short pulses relies on managing dispersion and maintaining

coherency between wavelengths. Short pulses exist due to a large bandwidth of

frequencies being in phase over a short period of time, as given by Fourier theory.

These femtosecond laser sources are mode-locked, producing a transform limited

pulse made up of a superposition of many EM (electro-magnetic) waves. Shown

pictorially in fig 2.1 , it can be seen that for a broader spectral bandwidth there is a

shorter temporal pulse.

Figure 2.1: Fig taken from Malacarne et al. [9] showing the transform between frequency
space and temporal space. For a broader spectral bandwidth a narrower full width at half
max (FWHM) is obtained. As the bandwidth decreases the pulse spreads out temporally.

10
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This relationship is given by:

τp ∝ 1/∆v (2.1)

where τp is the pulse duration and ∆v is the bandwidth. It is obvious both from

the equation and figure 2.1 that a large bandwidth is essential to producing a short

pulse. As an example, a pulse of 30 fs, Gaussian with a central wavelength of 800 nm,

like those produced on both laser facilities used to collect the data in this thesis, gives

a bandwidth as follows:

The time-bandwidth product gives the relationship between the FWHM of the time

- intensity and frequency - intensity graphs. For a transform limited Gaussian pulse

this is approximately 0.44.

∆vτ = 0.44

∆v = 1.467× 1013Hz

∆λ = ∆v λ
2

c
= 32nm

Where λ is the central wavelength of the laser and c is the speed of light. [10].

This is the requirement bandwidth of the lasing material. A lot of materials do

not have bandwidths as high as this, however titanium doped sapphire crystals have

a gain curve ranging from 700nm to 1100nm. These crystals have the largest band-

width of any known material making them, along with their high damage threshold,

the ideal material for femtosecond laser systems. Both systems described in this

thesis therefore are Ti:sapphire lasers. [11].

Another necessary property that Ti:sapphire crystals have in creating short pulses

is that they act as a non-linear focusing lens. This is an intensity dependant effect

that occurs above 1011Wcm−2 where a phase delay which is largest around the beam

11



2.1.1 Chirped Pulse Amplification Chapter 2

axis, where the intensity is the greatest, occurs. The unfocused light then off axis

can be blocked, leaving a single short pulse in the oscillator. This now femtosecond

pulse however only contains nJ of energy.[8]. The following section explains the

amplification process used to achieve the energies needed for this research.

2.1.1 Chirped Pulse Amplification

Since the advent of chirped pulse amplification, laser systems are able to produce

ultra-short, femtosecond pules with intensites now reaching up to 1021 Wcm−2.

Shown schematically in fig 2.2 chirped pulse amplification allows amplification to

high intensities without damage to the optical equipment. The pulse from the os-

cillator is stretched or chirped spectrally by a factor of around 103 − 104. This is

achieved by a grating pair which indues a positive chirp i.e longer wavelengths come

before shorter wavelengths temporally. The chirped pulse can then be amplified. [2]

This stage varies slightly depending on the end energy required. For the Jena laser

system for example it is a 3 stage process containing a preamplifier and two mul-

tipass amplifiers. The gain achieved is around 107 in the regenerative preamplifier,

after completing around 20 trips through this amplifier it is switched out by use of a

pockels cell [12]. The pulse then makes gains of 102− 103 in the multipass amplifier.

This amplified chirped pulse is then recompressed to almost transform limited using

another grating pair.

12



2.2 Pulse Contrast Chapter 2

Figure 2.2: In the CPA scheme an intially short pulse is chirped spectrally using a grating.
This streached pulse is then amplified and then recompressed to achieve an amplified short
pulse.[13]

The advances gained through the development of CPA has allowed high intensity

laser phyics to be researched, however one of the by products of this amplification

scheme is amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) [14] and uncompensated spectral

phase which both produce radiation temporally prior to the ideal gaussian main pulse

[15].This decreases the contrast of the pulse – the ratio between the intensity of ASE

and prepulses and the peak of the main pulse. This critical factor is examined more

closely in the next section.

2.2 Pulse contrast

Dynamic control of the intensity of radiation on target prior to the main pulse is the

over-arcing point of invesitigation of this thesis. While supressing ASE, which occurs

tens of picoseconds before the main pulse, is important for experiments, it is seen in

the literature that some pre pulse activity can help with both ion acceleration and

13
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high harmonic generation. While the literature suggests the benefit of some prepulse

activity few investigate the effect of the very near time contrast. Various studies have

discussed the plasma expansion for TNSA but looked into a longer, 1 ns, ablation

laser to heat the target. [16] [17] [18] [19] For HHG there have been experiments

examining the affect of contrast on a few hundrend picosecond timeframe however

the aim of this work is to examine this near time affect and optimise the seconday

processes produced. By introduction of controlled prepulses at specific times before

the main pulse as well as controlling the very near time contrast, sub 600 fs, or

spectral phase of the main pulse, the laser - plasma dynamics can be more closely

controlled leading to better experimental results. This idea will be discussed more

fully for both ion acceleration experiments and high harmonic generation from solid

target experiments in the subsequent chapters. The temporal pulse contrast K is

defined here as the ratio between the peak intensity of the main pulse (Imax) and the

intensity level at a given time before that main pulse I(t)). It is of critical importance

in laser - matter experiments. [20]

K(t) =
I(t)

Imax
(2.2)

For ion experiments where thin foils are used I(t) cannot be too high as the

foil would be damaged or even destroyed completly before the arrival of the main

pulse. For high harmonic generation from solid targets bulk targets are typically

used rather than thin foils as a smooth well defined surface is required. Therefore,

instead of being destroyed completely the prepulse activity will create a plasma that

will expand into the vacuum before the arrival of the main pulse. If this expansion

approaches the driving laser wavelength, λL no harmonic generation will occur. This

is why it is crucial to suppress high prepulses of a random nature starting at times

tens of picoseconds before the main pulse. The discovery of the plasma mirror which

acts as an ultrafast optical switch does just that, and is described in the next section.

14
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2.2.1 The Plasma Mirror

The plasma mirror is the main tool in improving pulse contrast. The principle utlises

the laser intensity, acting as an ultrafast switch which can separate prepulses and

ASE from the main pulse.[21]. If the laser is focussed slightly in front or behind

of an antireflection coated optical surface the ASE is a low enough intensity to be

transmitted without any damage to the surface. The leading edge of the main pulse

however will be strong enough to ionise the surface, creating a critical density surface

which is then reflective to the main pulse. The propagation of EM radiation in a

plasma is discussed in section 2.4. The plasma mirror is shown schematically in fig

2.3.

Figure 2.3: Schematic showing the cleaning of a pulse via a plasma mirror. [20] ASE and
prepulses will be transmitted through the optic while the leading edge of the main pulse
creates an overdense plasma which is reflective to the main pulse. This separates the main
pulse from the pedestal, increasing the contrast.

For the plasma mirror configuration used on the JETI 40 laser system used to

15
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obtain the experimental results in chapter 4, Roedel et al. showed a contrast im-

provement of 3 orders of magnitude was achieved to the prepulses and pedestal

extendending to −40 ps before the peak of the main pulse.

2.2.2 Dispersion and Spectral Phase

Ultrashort pulses as described previously are the product of construtive interfernce

of various frequencies over a short time period. The electric field of gaussian pulse

of this nature can be given in the temporal domain as:

E(t) =
√
Ate−ln2(2t/∆t)2e−i(ω0t+φ(t)) (2.3)

At is the amplitude of the pulse, ωo gives the dominant frequency of the pulse, ∆t

give the transform limited duration and therefore bandwidth and ω(t) determines

the temporal relationship between the various frequency components. This term is

responsible for pulse broadening in the propagation through dispersive media and

alters the pulse duration. [11]. It is easier however to work in the frequency domain

to determine the effect of dispersion on a pulse. The frequency domain is accesed

by a Fourier transform of the temporal electric field – the link between the two has

been briefly described in section 2.1 – and is given by:

E(ω) =
√
Aωeln2(2(ω−ω0)/∆ω)2e−iϕ(ω−ω0) (2.4)

the spectral phase ϕ gives the phase of each of the frequency components in the

pulse. The frequency domain phase can be expressed as a Taylor expansion:

ϕ(ω) = ϕ0 + ϕ1
(ω − ω0)

1!
+ ϕ2

(ω − ω0)2

2!
+ ϕ3

(ω − ω0)3

3!
... (2.5)

The zero-order term describes a common phase shift i.e π. The first order term

16



2.3 The Electron Motion in an Electromagnetic Wave Chapter 2

contains the inverse group velocity and corresponds to a shift in time, i.e a time

delay without an effect on the pulse shape. The second order term gives the group

delay dispersion. This is a change in the group delay dependant on frequency. As

the pulse is made of various frequencies it will cause the pulse to broaden in time due

to the induced linear chirp. For short pulses it is necessary to consider higher order

dispersion terms like that of third order dispersion. Chapter 4 will examine the effect

of third order dispersion (TOD) on high harmonic generation. This third order term

in the spectral phase expansion gives a non linear phase dependance with frequency.

The longer and shorter wavelengths coincide in time and interfere. This creates

satellite pulses in time. [22]. Trailing satellite pulses indicate a positive spectral

cubic chirp whereas leading satellite pulses are indicative of a negative spectral cubic

chirp. There are ways to compensate for this higher order dispersion, [23] which again

will be discussed in chapter 4, as this is not ideal for experiments where optimum

contrast is required. It will be seen however that this TOD changes the pulse profile

in time and can be utilised to increase and control the efficiency of the HHG from

solid targets.

2.3 The Electron Motion in an Electromagnetic

Wave

Plasmas are inherently difficult to analyze due to their density. They cannot be

treated as fluids, which are dense enough that individual molecules do not have

to be taken into account, where fluid dynamics suffice. Nor can a single particle

trajectory give the overall behaviour of a plasma. Plasmas behave on occassion like

fluids, where collisions do not need to be taken into account, and sometimes like

a collection of individual particles. It is important then, as a starting point, to

understand the behaviour of single particles in electric and magnetic fields.

17



2.3 The Electron Motion in an Electromagnetic Wave Chapter 2

The motion of an electron in the presence of these fields is dictated by the Lorentz

force. Given by:

dp

dt
= −e(E + v/c×B) (2.6)

where e , v and p are the electron charge, velocity and momentum respectively,

and c has it’s usual meaning. Momentum is given as p = γmev for the electron rest

mass me and Lorentz factor γ [8].

The electric and magntic fields, E and B, associated with the plane- wave field

are given by:

E = x̂Ex = x̂E0sin(wt− kz) (2.7)

B = ŷBy = ŷB0sin(wt− kz) (2.8)

where w is the angular frequency, t is time and k is the wavenumber. By substi-

tuting E and B into equation 2.6 we obtain through a lengthy derivation velocities

for the transverse and longtitudinal drift vx and vz which are given as:

vx =
∆x

∆t
=

4ac

4 + 3a2
(2.9)

vz =
∆z

∆t
=

3a2c

4 + 3a2
(2.10)

where a is −eE0/ωmoc.

It is seen that vz tends to c as a tends to infinity. The drift term becomes more

important and longer in the relativistic regime.

Electron motion in a plane wave however is not true to the experiemental data in

which a focussed gaussian beam is used. Where effects like the ponderomotive force
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come into effect.

Ponderomotive Force

For ultrashort, few-cycle pulses a force known as the ponderomotive force arises from

the solution of the equations of motion. This force, given by pond ∝ −∇I.λ2, is a

result of the focused Gaussian beam which creates strong intensity gradients radially.

The electrons in the plasma therefore are displaced from the high intensity region

of the laser beam as shown in figure 2.4. The fig shows how an electron will be

accelerated outwards during the first half of the cycle, as the electric field switches,

the electron is now at a weaker part of the field and thus will not reach its original

position, it is then displaced further outwards during the next cycle eventually leaving

the laser field with a high velocity. At high, relativisitc laser intensities the relativistic

drift motion also occurs, causing a forwards motion additionally to the sidewards

motion. [24].

Figure 2.4: Schematic showing the effect of the ponderomotive force in electrons. The
electrons are pushed away from areas of high intensity.[24]

2.3.1 Ionisation Mechanisms

Multiphoton Ionisation

First reported in 1965 multiphoton ionisation (MPI) is the ejection of an electron

from an atom by several lower frequency photons adding together to fulfill the energy
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requirement to kick the electron from its bound state to the free continuum. The

n-photon ionisation rate is given by:

τn = σnI
n
L (2.11)

where σn is the cross-section which decreases with n. However nth order ioniza-

tions will still occur due to the InL dependence. As long as the laser intensity is high

enough 1010Wcm−2 and there are sufficient ions or atoms left, MPI will occur.

Tunneling Ionization

As laser intensities start to get close to a, the laser field is strong enough to warp the

Columb field the electron interacts with. The keldesh parameter which distingushes

between multiphoton and tunnelling regimes is given by:

γ = wL

√
2Eion
IL

=

√
Eion
Φpond

Φpond =
e2E2

L

4mw2
L

(2.12)

This is the poderomotive potential of the laser which gives the quiver energy of

an oscillating electron. Tunnelling applies for strong fields and longer wavelengths.

Fig 2.5 shows how the coulomb potential is modified by a stationary homogeneous

electric field. One side of the atom has been surpressed and quantum mechanically

the electron may now tunnel through the barrier. This is known as tunneling ionisa-

tion. If the barrier falls below Eion the electron will escape, this is known as barrier

suppression ionisation.
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Figure 2.5: Diagram of tunnelling ionisation, the e field supresses one side of the atom
and through quantum mechanics the electron now has a probability of tunneling through
the barrier. [25]

2.4 The propagation of electromagnetic waves in

a plasma

Plasma dynamics due to the interaction with a laser field is at the centre of this

thesis. To understand fully the laser - plasma interactions it is necessary to delve

into the physics of how a plasma changes the propagation of the laser. Firstly a

plasma will have an electron oscillation frequency, known as the plasma frequency,

which is related to the density of electrons at that point in the plasma. It is given

by:

wp =

√
nee2

meε0
(2.13)

Where wp is the plasma frequency, ne is the plasma density, e is the charge of an
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electron, me is the mass of an electron and ε0 is the permittivity of free space. This

plasma frequency is related to the dispersion relation for EM waves in a plasma by:

w2 = w2
p + k2c2 (2.14)

From this equation it can be seen that if w < wp the wave vector k becomes

imaginary – from the complex form of the electric field of an EM wave E0e
−i(wt−kx).

Essentially the response time for the electrons is shorter or faster than the laser

frequency and so these electrons shield out the field making the plasma opaque to

the laser and thus it is unable to propagate. The condition w = wp is therefore

the maximum plasma density at which an EM wave can penetrate a plasma and is

known as the critical density: nc. Above this density the plasma is reflective to the

laser light this is the basis for the plasma mirror. The plasma skin depth is a value

given as the depth the electric field decays to 1/e and is equal to = c√
w2

p−w2
[8]. For

solid density targets the electron density is on the order of hundreds of times nc ,

the main interaction therefore takes place at the plasma surface. For thinner targets

the plasma will be underdense and propagation and dispersion effects of the laser

become important. The origin of these effects is the plasma refractive index and can

be derived in terms of plasma density: η = c/vφ

wherevφ = w/k

η =

√
1−

w2
p

w2
=

√
1− ne

nc
(2.15)

2.4.1 Absorption Mechanisms

Having explained how the laser pulse is formed and it’s propagation in the plasma,

the following section will address the energy loss mechanisms at play due to the

absorption in the plasma. These absorption mechanisms are important and play a

major role in laser driven ion acceleration and the mechanism that leads to the gen-
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eration of harmonic orders up to te maximum plasma frequency of the target wpmax.

Both of these mechanisms are described in the coming sections.

Resonance Absorption

Lasers can couple to a plasma with a density gradient via a mechanism known as

resonance absorption. The laser is obliquely incident on the plasma density gradient

and is refracted as it propagates through, expiriencing different refrative indicies

until a point where the incident laser pulse travels along the plasma surface. Using

Snell’s law and dividing the plasma into slices with refractive indicies given by ni

where i = 1,2,3..... up to a turing point zone j, gives us [26]:

sinθi =
ni − 1

ni
sinθi−1 =

ni−1

ni

ni−2

ni−1

sinθi−2 = ... = 1/nisinθ (2.16)

where θ is the original angle of incidence. It follows then that when θi = θj = 90o

that nj = sinθ . To find the plasma density at which this turning point occurs at we

can use the equation in section 2.4 for the plasma refractive index giving ne = nccos
2θ

The electric field at this turning point contains an evanescent component decay-

ing exponential into the more densely populated region of the plasma. Due to the

matching or resonance of frequencies between the laser and plasma at this point;

ωL = ωp a large plasma oscillation is driven normal to the plasma surface. The

angle of incidence strongly effects the magnitude of the electric field driving this

resonance. A decay for small angles occurs given the drop in the normal electric field

component and for large angles as the field then has to tunnel through more of a

distance. Damping also needs to be taken into account with the main source at har-

monic generation intensities coming from the loss of laser energy to kinetic energy of

electrons that escape into the plasma due to the breaking of the electrostatic wave.

[27]. The electron energy distribution shows, from simulations, to have a Maxwellian

hot electron tail on top of the backround electron population. The temperature of
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this hot electron tail is given by [28]:

Th(keV ) = 10[TkeV I15λ
2
um]1/3 (2.17)

where TkeV is the backround temeperature, I is the laser intensity given as

1015Wcm−2 the intensity needed for harmonic generation and λ is the laser wave-

length [29]. While this model works for short pulses of intenisties in this region for

higher intensities, resonance absorption models fail to account for the correct ab-

sorption due to other absorption mechanisms coming into effect.

Brunel Heating

For electron motions in the laser field greater than the plasma scale length, the

electrons are pulled into the vacuum every half laser cycle. When the electric field

of the laser switches the electrons are returned with extra kinetic energy sufficient

enough to propagate into the overdense region of the plasma, shielded from the

laser. This kinetic energy imparted to the electrons by the laser is then lost to the

plasma, the mechanism is known as Brunel or vacuum heating. [30]. For Brunel to

dominate over resonance absorption the scale length is typically L/λL < 0.1 as well

as Iλ2 > 1016Wcm−2
µm2. [31]

The absorption increases for larger angles of incidence and laser intensity.

Inverse Bremsstrahlung

The laser field imparts kinetic energy to the electrons, which is then lost in heating

up the plasma due to collisions. The fractional absorption for inverse bremsstrahlung

is given by [32]:

fA = 1− exp(32

15

vei(ncr)

c
L) (2.18)

For a linear density ramp of scale length L and a Maxwellian electron energy
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distribution. vei(ncr) is the frequency of electron collisions at the critical density

point. [11].The collision frequency varies inversely with the electron temperature

T
3/2
e . From the previous equation absorption due to inverse bremssrahlung is large

for longer plasma scale lengths and high collision frequency, meaning due to the in-

verse relation, a low temperature plasma. [26].

When the electron motion is dominated by oscillations caused by the laser field

as opposed to a thermal Maxwellian distribution the collision frequency decreases

as the quiver velocity increases to become comparable to the thermal velocity. The

fractional absorption therefore decreases for increasing laser intensity to the point

where for intensities beyond Iλ2 = 1015Wcm−2µm2 the contribution becomes negli-

gable [33]. Above this intensity the levels of absorption seen can only be attributed

to collisionless absorption effects.[34].

The scope of this thesis focusses on high harmonic generation from solid tar-

gets and ion acceleration both requiring or utilising laser internisties of around

1019Wcm−2.

Relativistic j X B Heating

Again for relativistic intensities j X B heating becomes an important additional

apsorption mechanism. The previously discussed electron motion in a laser field

has a longitudinal component deriving from the magnetic field of the laser. Due to

the relative magnitudes of the electric and magnetic forces the longtitudinal motion

only becomes significant for electron oscillations tending to c. The longitudinal

component consists of both a drift term and oscillatory. The absorption comes from

this oscillatory motion and is similar to the absorption caused by the electric field

component normal to the plasma surface in Brunel heating. The electrons driven

into the density gradient can be lost to the plasma due to the extra energy imparted

to them by the laser. [35].This absorption mechanism is important and can become
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dominant at high laser intensities; it has been shown that the lost hot electrons scale

with temperature as:

Thot(MeV ) = 0.511(
√

1 + a2
o − 1) (2.19)

The angle of incidence is also important in dictating whether or not j X B or

Brunel heating dominates. Brunel relies on the E field component normal to the

surface where as j X B is dependant on the magnetic field and transverse velocity.

Brunel is therefore dominant when E0sinθ > voscB0/c or for sinθ > vosc/c

j X B dominte for small angles of incidences and is most efficent at normal incidence.

[36].

2.4.2 Electron propagation and transport

For the laser intensities used in this thesis the general assumption that the hot elec-

trons produced in the laser matter interaction are absorbed somewhere inside the

target and produce hard x-rays along the way doesn’t hold. In short pulse laser

interactions with solid targets the fast electrons have collisionsal times on an order

longer than the pulse duration and the radius of the laser spot is much smaller than

the mean free path of the electrons. In these conditions the fast electrons are pre-

dominantly transported by an electric and magnetic field. The fast electron current

when worked through supplies a current on the order of a Megaamp, something

which clearly cannot just exist alone. Bell et al. [37] discussed the necessary exis-

tance then of a return current so that the overall net current of the plasma is within

resonable bounds. Collisions of the background electrons determine this ability of

the background plasma to carry the cold return current and balances the currents in

the plasma.
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2.5 Ion Acceleration

Target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) is a laser ion acceleration method in the

relativistic intensity regime Iλ2 > 1018Wcm−2 with thin foils on the few to tens of

microns range. [38]. The mechanism typically accelerates protons to energies on the

order of MeV. The intense laser pulse can effectively couple energy into relativistic

electrons mainly by the j X B heating mechanism described in section 2.4.1. The

target thickness is suffciently thin enough that the electrons can propagate to the

rear of the foil where they drive surface layer ions to acclerate due to the strong

space charge separation field. The majority of the hot electrons will be held within

the target volume by this charge field and form a sheath which extends around a

Debye length λD from the intial back surface of the target. [39].

Figure 2.6: Schematic showing the TNSA mechanism, The protons and ions off the
target rear side are acclerated due to the charge separation field set up by the hot electron
population.

The initial accelerating field is given by:

E(0) = KTh/eλd =
√
nhKTh/eλD
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where nh and Th are the density and temperature of the hot electrons. For

the general laser intensitites in this regime this gives field amplitudes on the order

of TV/m. While TNSA can be used to accelerate a variety of ions the dominant

component is usually the proton due to it’s high charge to mass ratio. Carbon and

oxygen ions are typically accelerated after the target has been treated to remove

contaminant layers. [40].

The TNSA energy spectrum is typically broadbandwidth, exhibiting an expo-

nential profile with a sharp cut - off energy which is dependent on the laser system

being used among other things.[41]. Increasing the laser intensity should lead to an

increase in cut-off energy for the TNSA spectra however it has been noted in the

litrature that in addition to the laser energy several secondary factors which include

prepulse energy and duration as well as target thickness, affect the spectrum.
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Figure 2.7: Graph showing a typical TNSA spectrum. The number of protons is a lot
higher at lower energies, as we move up in energy the flux gets exponentially lower until
an ultimate sharp cut- off energy. This spectrum shows a cut -off of around 19MeV, this
is equivelent to the energies that were produced in the experiment.

The protons acclerated in this way in the chapter 3 experiment are then directed

into water and the effects examined. The effect on the plasma scale length on this

mechanism is also examined. While some studies have looked at front surface plasma

expansion and the effect on TNSA many use long pulse ablation lasers to heat the

target. Very few look and the effect of near time plasma expansion. The results

discussed in chapter 3 show that having a prepulse can be beneficial the TNSA

however the literature on the laser intensities etc discussed here is scarce and not

always in agreement. More experiments should be carried out on this however from

our results it would suggest that an intense prepulse in close proximety to the main

pulse is beneficial to TNSA proton energies.
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2.6 Proton Stopping in Water

As mentioned in the introduction, we intend to study in real time how changing

the prepulse arrival time effects the proton beam. For these measurements optical

streaking of the proton beam interactions in water were exploited as an online diag-

nostic to characterise performance. It is therefore prudent to explore the stopping

mechanisms and energy loss of protons in water. Protons have a unique dose de-

position curve in comparison to x-rays and electron radiation. Where x-rays lose

the majority of their energy at the material surface and then continue to linearly

deposit energy throughout the material, protons interact with the material through

electronic collisions and deposit more energy as they slow down in the sample un-

til they come to a stop and lose their remaining energy in the characteristic bragg

peak. As described later in chapter 3, this is beneficial for cancer therapy as the

depth into the patient that the bragg peak occurs at can be controlled by changing

the initial energy of the protons. This prevents damage to healthy tissue compared

to radiotherapy.
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Figure 2.8: Taken from Leeman et al. Graph showing dose distriputions for photons
compared to protons. [42]

The photons used in traditional radiotheraphy deposit most of their energy at the

start of their journey (at the skin), and subsequently damage healthy tissue along

their way, the dose they can then then deposit to the tumour is greatly reduced.

Figure 2.8 shows that the dose of protons on the other hand increases as they slow

down with their remaining energy being deposited in a localised region known as the

Bragg peak. The position of the Bragg peak can be controlled by changing the initial

energy of the beam, this allows the tumour to be targeted specifically, saving more

healthy tissue. The bragg peak can also be spread out by having a range of incident

proton energies, this allows larger tumours to be targeted more homogeneously.
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Energy Loss Mechanisms

Proton stopping in matter is characterised by very low levels of energy loss up to

a certain depth where the energy loss rises rapidly. Known as the Bragg peak this

dose-depth curve is dependent on the material and the energy of the incident proton.

This section will look at how protons deposit their energy in the material they are

passing through.

The stopping power is the term which decribes this energy loss. Given by:

S(E) =
dE

dx
(2.20)

This gives the energy loss E per unit length x due to the proton’s interaction

with electrons and nuclei etc. These interactions can be described in a broad sense

as Coulomb interactions. [43].
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Figure 2.9: Taken from Newhauser [4]. diagram showing a) Ineleastic b) elastic and c)
nuclear scattering of protons

Fig 2.9 shows the 3 catagories of energy loss via Coulomb interaction. a) Shows

inelastic scattering in which energy is transferred between the proton and electron

via collisions or the coulomb force. The Coulomb force acts over a range and so a

direct collision is not necessary for energy loss. The proton may impart some energy

to the electron to excite it into a higher state and if enough energy is transferred

the electron can be removed from orbit leaving an ionised atom. b) Shows elastic

scattering which is the interaction between the nucleus of the atom and proton. The

coulomb force facilitates energy transfer from the proton to the nucleus resulting

in a change of direction for the proton. c) Shows nuclear interactions in which the

proton collides with the atomic nucleus. These collisions are rare at non - relativistic

energies. [44].
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The Bragg peak, occurs when the proton has slowed down to a stop and detonates

all its remaining energy in one localised spot. The depth at which this occurs into

the material can be controlled by varying the initial energy of the protons.

2.7 High Harmonic Generation

The latter experimental chapters focus on high harmonic generation (HHG) from

overdense plasmas. The two experiments are linked by the fact they are both exai-

mining ways to finely tune the experiment to optimise the mechanism at play and

this is achieved by creating a plasma scale length to help the laser plasma coupling.

The following sections explain the different mehanisms which produce high harmon-

ics from laser - plasma interactions. The exiperimental campaign on the Jeti 40

as described in chapter 4 produced harmonics via the coherent wake emission and

relativistic oscillating mirror mechanisms, coherent syncrotron is included here for

completeness.

2.7.1 Coherent Wake Emission

Coherent wake emission (CWE) is a HHG mechanism that is efficient from solid

targets well below the relativistic regime from laser intensities of around 1016 Wcm−2.

As a general overview electrons are pulled out from the plasma density gradient into

the vacuum by the brunel heating mechanism described previously, the laser imparts

kinetic energy to these electrons and when the electric field of the laser switches the

electrons are driven back into the plasma in bunches, inducing plasma oscillations in

their wake. [45]. Due to the extra kinetic energy they recieved from the laser they

are able to propagate deep into the high density region of the plasma where they

are shielded from the driving laser. The plasma oscillations induced are dependent

on the density of the plasma at that point. This process occurs once per laser cycle
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with later bunches arriving in phase with the particular plasma ocsillations that

are integers of the driving laser frequency, these oscillations are then subsequently

amplified while half integer oscialltions are suppressed. [46]. Harmonic radiation

is then observed from these electrostatic oscillations via linear mode conversion,

a process in which the oscillations couple into electromagnetic waves. [47]. The

electrostatic waves in the plasma density gradient couple resonantly to the incident

electromagnetic wave of the laser. This requires the two waves to be matched in

phase, something which occurs over a short period during each laser cycle. This

transient phase matching is due to the plasma oscillations wavefronts bending after

the electron bunch has passed, the bending occurs as the electron bunch excites

plasma oscilations of increasing frequency at later times as it propogates through

the gradient. Due to the small duration this phase matching occurs for, the emission

is confined each laser cycle to a short burst, having been measured to durations less

than 1 fs
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Figure 2.10: Schematic showing the stages on CWE taken from Quere et al. [46] a)
Shows the laser pulse incident on the plasma with a density gradient, the electrons are
pulled out of the density gradient into the vacuum by the laser, this occurs periodically
every half cycle b) as the electric field of the laser switches, the electrons are driven back
into the density gradient in bunches, they can penetrate deep into the plasma due the the
kinetic energy imparted to them by the laser. c) As the electrons penetrate they create
plasma oscillations in their wake. Due to the density scale, the plasma will osciallate at
the plasma frequency at that point. d) Due to the position dependant plasma oscillation
frequency the wavefronts of the plasma oscillations turn and emit an attosecond pulse.
The laser is in red with the harmonic wavefront in green.

As CWE is highly dependent and due to the plasma frequency the cut-off har-

monic order is given by

Hmax = wp/wl =
√

((nmaxe2)/(me0))/
√

((nce2)/(me0)) =
√

((nmax)/(nc)) (2.21)

where nc is the critical density for the laser wavelength and nmax is the maximum

plasma density. This would suggest for the JETI 40 laser system used and the glass

targets a cut - off maximum harmonic around the 19th order. Having seen harmonics

up to orders above this we can deduce that CWE was not the only mechanism at play
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in this experiement and that higher orders can be contributed to another mechanism

described in the following section.

2.7.2 Relativistic Oscillating Mirror

For laser intensities of a0 > 1 the relativistic Oscillating Mirror (ROM) regime

begins to take over for HHG. In this regime the electrons pulled out of the plasma

density gradient each laser cycle form a critical density surface.This ’mirror’ surface

is driven by the laser and therefore ocsillates relativistically up shifting the reflected

pulse every optical cycle. [48]. The upshift incurred can be deduced using Einsteins

theory of the relativistic Doppler effect. Einsteins theory states that if an observer

is moving with velocity v away from a source of light with a given frequency w0 the

predicted observed frequency is given by:

w
′
= w0

√
1− v/c
1 + v/c

= w0
(1− v/c√
1− v2/c2

) = (1− v/c)γw0 (2.22)

[49]

Applying this equation to the relativistic mirror where v → −c tells us that the

mirror ’sees’ light at a frequency of w2 = 2γw0 however as the light is reflected back

towards the laser source the plasma surface becomes the source and therefore the

light in the original laser reference frame has a total upshift of 4γ2w0.
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Figure 2.11: Diagram [50]. of the relatistic oscillating mirror mechanism, the plasma -
vacuum interface oscillates relativistically with the driving laser frequency. The plasma
is overdense and therefore reflective to the incoming laser which is subsequently doppler
upshifted every laser cycle by a factor of 4γ2. The reflective pulse is a non sinusoidal wave
consisting of high harmonics.

Unlike harmonics generated via CWE, the ROM mechanism theoretically has no

limitation to achieving more intense and higher order harmonics as the laser intensity

is increased with the cut off frequency given by ωco = 4γ2ω the ω is replaced with

2ω for a normal incidence case as the electron motion is then driven by v x B force

as opposed to the electric laser field. The harmonic spectrum follows the scaling law

ω
−5/2
0 . [50].

The relativistically oscillating mirror model has been adapted to the more gen-

eral theory of relativistic spikes where the cut -off frequency extends higher with a

different power law exponent. This is due to the highest harmonic emission being

confined to a small temporal region dependant on the gamma factor. The depen-

dance of gamma on v is a non linear dependance leading to short spikes in this factor

with a duration less than a laser cycle.[51]. The temporal confinement of upshifting
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is proprtional to 1/γmax [52] with an analytical model by Baeva et al. showing the

spectrum follows a power decay law given by:

In = n−8/3 (2.23)

and a spectral cut-off given by:

wco ∝ γ3 (2.24)

[53].

2.7.3 Coherent Syncrotron Emission

Another mechanism currently only seen in PIC simulations is coherent syncrotron

emission (CSE), it follows a shallower power law scaling with a p = 4/3 exponent.

In CSE the ponderomotive force of the laser causes dense nanometer bunches to

form at the surface of the plasma due to the compression induced by the force.

[54]. The electrostatic forces building up within the bunch cause it at a point to

change direction and push away from the plasma. While in most cases the bunch

will then disperse, there exists a condition where the forces on the bunch due to the

plasma and laser fields balance and contain the electron compression. These so called

nanobunches have the ability to emit synchrotron radiation up to high frequencies as

they move from the plasma surface. The CSE mechanism is promising due to its high

generation effciencies, it does not require spectral filtering for attosecond pulses, as

well as the fact that the maximum reflected field can be higher than the incident due

to the compression of the pulse. This process however is very dependant on plasma

conditions, namely plasma density scale length.[55]. Experimentally therefore with

a many cycle pulse where the density ramp has a constant evolution the conditions

will only be met for some cycles, making it a difficult process to observe. Chapter 4
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and 5 will look deeper into trying to control the plasma density scale length and the

subsequent effect on the harmonics generated.

Again the effect of prepulses and plasma expansion is discussed in terms of har-

monic generation in subsequent chapters. It has been long known that plasma scale

length has an effect on HHG with some scale length being desirable, however again

the literature is not always in agreement and very few studies have examined the

effect of very near time contrast. Chapter 4 looks at this role of near time contrast

and the aim of controlling more parameters of the plasma to optimise HHG. It is

found that the near time contrast is an important factor in this process and should

be examined more fully in later experiments.
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Controlling the Characteristics of

TNSA protons by use of a Tunable

Prepulse

The aim of the experiment presented in this chapter was to control the

properties of TNSA protons, namely energy, flux and reliability of signal,

by the use of an introduced prepulse on the Gemini laser facility at RAL.

The prepulse varied between a -2 - -15 ps delay between it and the arrival

of the peak of the main pulse. The results, discussed in detail below,

show that the prepulse can provide finer control over end point proton

characteristics. The optical streak technique is implemented, providing

an on shot diagnostic for real time observation of proton signal. This

allows for prepulse positions to be changed and optimised depending on

the desirable output.
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Currently protons are used clinically to treat cancer tumours, particularly in the

eye, neck and head [42] [56]. The characteristic bragg peak of protons, as shown in

figure 1, allows the majority of their energy to be deposited in a relatively localised

region. This saves more healthy tissue comparatively to radiotherapy for example

but how the protons interact with the body on an ultrafast timescale and the sec-

ondary damage they induce along their tracks is still not fully understood. This

research aims to bridge this gap in knowledge by capturing proton interactions with

water over nanosecond time windows with sub-picosecond. Given that the body is

made up of 70 – 80 percent water , understanding this fundemental interaction could

lead to better cancer therapy in the future.

The optical streak method, described in more detail in section 3.3, is used to see the

evolution of opacity in the water on an ultrafast timeframe. From this data, informa-

tion about proton energy, flux and secondary particles produced can be deduced and

studied. The aim is not always high energy, the energies of the protons accelerated

are much lower than those used clinically, about an order of magnitude difference, see

fig 3.1 for typical laser accelerated proton energies, however the fundamental inter-

actions remain the same. The introduction of the prepulse then, allows a tunability

factor to gain greater understanding both of TNSA for future experiments, as well

as how different parameters affect the interaction.
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Figure 3.1: Taken from Borghesi et al 2014, Energies of TNSA protons for different
laser intensities. The energies of protons accelerated via TNSA are typically lower than
the 250MeV used in cancer therapy however we can learn more about the fundamental
processes on an ultrafast timescale using these protons. It is also hoped that with increased
understanding and experimental knowledge, laser accelerated protons could be used for
clinical purposes, greatly reducing the cost and space needed. [40]

The main aim in this experiment was to have a stable proton signal. Shot to shot

fluctuations in the laser and from ASE can lead to major endpoint differences in

the TNSA spectrum such as proton energies and flux. This is problematic for time

efficiency where one has only a limited time on the laser system. We aim to show

that the introduction of a defined prepulse allows for a more stable proton signal

with the end point energies also being conrolled.

Previous experiments and numerical work from Mc Kenna, Flacco and Andreev [57]

[17] [58] [59] have shown the importance of front surface plasma expansion on laser
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accelerated protons. Their work is discussed in further detail alongside the data in

the results section 3.5 to give a thorough and detailed overview of the effect of the

prepulse on laser plasma coupling and increased control of proton properties due to

this.

3.1 The Astra- Gemini Laser system

The experimental campaign was undertaken on the Gemini laser system; this section

describes the qualities of the laser making it ideal for this investigation: The system,

based at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxford is a high power, ultra-short

pulse, titanium:sapphire (TiS) laser. It has a central wavelength of 800 nm with a

dual beam setup each delivering 0.5 PW to target. The source pulses for Gemini are

the output of Astra, a 20 TW TiS laser system which delivers stretched pulses of

1.5 J at 10 Hz. [60].

The front end of Astra consists of a 20 fs oscillator leading onto a kHz multi-pass

preamplifier, amplifying individual pulses to millijoule energy. The fast pockels cell

then selects pulses at 10 Hz and they are then sent to the stretcher which stretches

the pulse up to 1060 ps full width at half maximum, (FWHM). The pulse then passes

through three amplifiers and the output of the third is sent to the Gemini laser area.

There it is split into two beams and sent to each amplifier to make four passes

through the amplifier crystal. [61]

The pulse is compressed using two holographic, gold coated gratings with 1480

grooves per millimetre. The compressed pulse of 40 fs is steered to a final mirror

sending the beam down a vacuum pipe connected to the target chamber. In the tar-

get area an f/2 off axis parabolic mirror focusses the pulses to near diffraction limited

spot sizes leading to relativistic intensities on the order of 1021Wcm−2. [60]. These

intensities allow researchers to test theories at the very forefront of laser matter inter-
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actions. The following sections explain how the laser was used to accelerate protons

and study the interactions of these protons with water on an ultrafast timescale.

3.2 Experimental Set-Up on Gemini

The Gemini beams come in from above the target chamber and are named the north

and south beam. The south beam was used as the main beam for the interaction

while the north beam was the chirped probe used to capture the interaction, de-

scribed in more detail in section 3.3. The dual beam nature of Gemini allows for a

high degree of synchronicity between the main beam and the probe beam and means

no energy need be taken out from the main beam to create the probe leading to the

full intensity of the south on target. The south beam was focussed down onto 4 um

thick aluminium targets using an f/2 off axis parabola. The focal length was 30 cm

away from the parabola and the unfocussed diameter was 150 mm. From:

2ω0 = (4λ/n)f/D (3.1)

The focal spot is 2.16 um in size, delivering an intensity on target of 6.83 x

1021Wcm− 2. The water cell is 15.8 mm away from the targets. The 1/2 inch

prepulse mirror which will be described in much more detail in section 3.2.1 gives a

focal spot of 24 microns diameter from the above equation delivering an intensity of

1.216 x 1016Wcm−2 on target a set time before the arrival of the main beam. This

is sufficiently above the 1 x 1014Wcm−2 needed to ionise the solid density target.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the target chamber in Gemini, the chirped probe beam
(shown in colour here to represent the different frequencies) is passed through the water
cell. A delay leg is included to control the relative timing of the main and probe beam.
The main beam is focussed onto the aluminium targets using an f/2 off axis parabola. A
CAD drawing of the water cell is also shown, from M. Coughlan

The water cell is placed 15.8 mm away from the targets and the protons travel

through 200 um of PEEK before reaching the water. The probe beam is passed

through a lens of f=75 cm placed inside the chamber after the interaction giving a

magnification of 3. It was then passed through to 1m spectrometer with a 35 um

slit – which is shown in some detail in fig. 3.3 – to decode the spectrum. The

pixel resolution was calculated by using an image of a ruler of known line spacing

(50microns) in the beam. From this method 1 pixel on the screen was found to be

4.2 um for the 600l/mm and 2.1um for the 1200l/mm

Using Andor’s Shamrock 750 spectrometer along with a CCD camera the raw

optically streaked images were formed.
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Figure 3.3: Simple schematic of Andor’s shamrock 750 spectrometer, taken from the
manual.

The spectrometer’s design allows for easy interchangeability between gratings.

The 600 l/mm and 1200 l/mm were used throughout the experiment. The temporal

resolution is given by 1.11 ps/pixel for the 600 l/mm grating and 0.55 ps/pixel for the

1200 l/mm. For the 800 nm wavelength of Gemini both gratings were efficient enough

to produce good signal. A slit width of 35 um was used throughout the duration of

the prepulse scan.

3.2.1 Prepulse Mirror Set - Up

Energy coupling at the laser–plasma boundary is a complicated process not yet fully

understood. It has been widely researched that for high harmonic generation from

overdense plasmas, some pre heating of the target is required for optimum efficiency.

A step-like gradient is not efficient [20]. Too great a plasma scale length however also

makes the efficiency drop dramatically so it is important to achieve this ‘sweet spot’

of optimum plasma scale length. This chapter implements the same idea but for ion

acceleration. To do this we need to be able to create a prepulse, of known energy

that can be controlled accurately. Figure 3.4 is a simple schematic of the prepulse

mirror set–up used on both the JETI 40 laser system for SHHG and also the Gemini
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laser for ion acceleration experiment. Both experiments implemented the same idea,

but the results will be discussed in separate chapters.

To achieve a well defined prepulse a small half inch mirror 3 mm thick is placed

in front of one of the final turning mirrors before the beam is focused down by the

OAP.

Figure 3.4: The prepulse mirror is placed close to the edge of the main mirror so as to
interrupt as little of the beam as possible with the frame etc. The difference of the beams
is shown in time, with the prepulse portion of the beam shown in purple to highlight the
difference, the prepulse arrives on target a given time before the main pulse.

The reflective side of the mirror is at the rear surface allowing for both zero

delay and even negative delay between the two pulses. This is possible due to the

retardation obtained from propagating twice through the 3 mm BK7 glass. The
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phase velocity is given by:

vp = c/n (3.2)

where n if the refractive index of the material through which the light propagates.

For glass this is therefore:

vp = 2c/3 (3.3)

leading to a retardation of the pulse travelling through the mirror proportional to:

2d(1/vg − 1/c) (3.4)

[62]

Figure 3.5: schematic close up of a ray travelling through the prepulse mirror; The second
picture shows the front on position of the prepulse mirror in relation to the main beam
mirror, the image is to scale with the main mirror 12 times the size.

The front surface of the prepulse mirror is coated in AR coating with less than 5

percent reflection at Geminis wavelength, as the light hits the vacuum/BK7 boundary

it is refracted and travels a path of approximately 3.4 mm to the back surface which
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is reflective, it then travels a further 3.4 mm before exiting the mirror as shown in

fig 3.5. The double pass through the mirror causes the phase velocity of the pulse

to decrease causing a retardation, meaning we can position the prepulse mirror to

achieve zero timing as well as post-pulses.

Graph 3.6 shows the calculated prepulse mirror positions to obtain different pre-

pulse timings by calculating the path length. For zero timing the prepulse mirror

should be approximately 3.5 mm away from the main mirror in the incident beam

direction.

Figure 3.6: The arrival of the prepulse on target calculated depending on the distance
between the prepulse mirror and the main beam mirror

The main south beam contains on average 10J of energy after the compressor

and is 6 inches in diameter before focussing. Assuming an even energy distribution

across the beam the 1/2 inch prepulse would contain 0.83J of energy on average.

This allows intensities of 6.83 x 1021Wcm−2 and 1 x 1016Wcm−2 for the main pulse

and prepulse respectively to be calculated from the following equation for intensity
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given that the pulse duration here is 40 fs:

I = (Power)/Area (3.5)

To achieve overlap with the main beam the prepulse mirror was mounted onto a

picomotor to control the tip/tilt and the overlap was viewed onto a camera, this was

checked every couple of shots under vacuum to ensure the overlap was still accurate.

A mask was used with a 1/2 inch hole cut out in the place of the prepulse mirror to

make the alignment easier. This ensured the majority of the main beam was blocked

so that the signal from the prepulse could be clearly seen. A camera was set up to

look at the prepulse mirror side on as shown in fig 3.7. This allowed an accurate

watch to be kept on the spacing between the main beam mirror and the prepulse

mirror and therefore the prepulse timing.

Figure 3.7: The camera was set up to look side on at the prepulse mirror relative to the
main mirror. This allowed the distance between the mirrors to be monitored and collisions
avoided. The mirrormount thickness is 3 mm which can me used for calibration in the
image to calculate the distance
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3.3 The Optical Streak Method

The optical streak method allows the evolution of opacity to be investigated on a

single shot basis with spatial information provided in one dimension and time in

the other. By use of chirped probe pulse the opacity is encoded into the frequency

spectrum of the pulse as each wavelength encounters a different level of opacity as it

passes through the water cell and is then spectrally resolved by traversing through

the spectrometer.

Figure 3.8: Schematic of the optical streaking method, taken from Dromey et al. ncomms
2016. [63] a) The TNSA protons pass through the collimating slit (cs) into the water they
induce opacity. The chirped probe is syncronised to capture this process. b) as time
progresses the ions travel futher into the sample and encounter different frequencies of the
probe beam. c) a schematic of the data after the chirped probe has been spectrally resolvd
through the spectrometer. d) a side view of the interaction. The region of interest (ROI)
is a slice along the central axis of the driving laser pulse. This is imaged onto the 35 um
entrance slit of the spectrometer with a magnification of around 3.

The optically streaked image is a real time image with the opacity caused by

the shot read out by the CCD at the time. This image is then saved for more
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rigorous analysis later, however the real time opacity allows for small changes to

be made in prepulse positions to deduce if the opacity is increasing or decreasing.

For a full analysis, lineouts are taken from 10 positions over the whole image with

each lineout giving a different depth into the sample. From these lineouts it can be

initially deduced where the protons reach to cause opacity and where there is no

longer a drop of 2 sigma in transmission. The region where the protons stop is then

investigated more closely to determine the exact depth they are no longer detectable.

Figure 3.12 shows an optically streaked image and the lineouts used to determine

the depth of the protons into the sample.
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The probe pulse was the north beam of Gemini, taken before the compressors to

give a pulse duration of 1.06 ns. As the frequency components are spread temporally

the intensity distribution narrows. As reported by Polli et al [64] and shown in

Taylor et al. in the fig 3.9 this induced chirp does not decrease the resolution of

the transform limited pulse, this means that for any given frequency the transform

limited pulse duration is preserved.

Figure 3.9: Taken from Taylor et al [65] a) Shows the transform limited probe pulse
for the TARANIS laser. b) shows the case for a chriped pulse with the inset showing the
distribution around the central frequency, showing the intensity distribution. c) gives a
spectral line out through b) taken at ω0 showing a FWHM of 470 fs, this concludes that
the transform limited duration is preserved at a given frequency component for the chirped
case.
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3.4 Ion Induced Opacity in Water

The opacity or drop in transmission of the optical probe seen in our data is due in

part to the trapping mechansim known as the solvated or hydrated electron. The

solvated electron is a free electron within a solution, in this case water, which be-

comes trapped by the solutions molecules through dipolar interactions.[66]. Since it’s

experimental observation in 1962 the solvated electron has been studied extensively

and is recognised as a highly reactive intermediate stage in chemical, physical and

biological processes, the full range of reactions is shown in figure 3.10 [67]. It is of

significant interest in the study of its role in radiation therapy as a strong reducing

agent for the highly damaging OH radical. Current studies into the solvated electron

typically involve electrons or ions from radiofrequency accelerators as described in

chapter 2 in conjunction with chemical scavenging techniques. By using laser ac-

celerated protons alongside the optical streak method, the ultrafast interaction of

the protons with water can be examined without the need to add these chemicals

and change the interaction. The main advantage in the technique described in this

chapter is the ability to study on an ultrafast timescale (few ps) in real time, the

ionisation dynamics of pure H20. When the ionizing radiation, in this case protons,

interacts with the water it loses energy by ionising and exciting water molecules.

This is such an important process to understand as the ionising radiation in cancer

therapy is mainly absorbed by water in the cells. The ionisation produces secondary

electrons (SE), which leads to the solvated electron (ehyd-) and many other reactions

as shown in the fig 3.10. Free radicals are produced via these reactions leading to

DNA damage of cells or cell death via single or double strand DNA breaks.
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Figure 3.10: Simple schematic showing the possible reactions that occur in water due
to ionsing radiation, as can be seen the solvated electron is produced via this ionising
radiation, leading onto free radicals which induce DNA damage. Damaging particles can
also be produced via excitation processes however here we are only interested in the solvated
electron production as this is what causes the opacity due to the wide photoabsorbtion
band, shown on the following figure.

The absorption spectrum of the solvated electron in water spreads over a broad

bandwidth, peaking at 700 nm and extending through the visable as seen in the

graph below:
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Figure 3.11: The absorption spectrum of the solvated electron in water, As can be seen
the spectrum changes slightly depending on the chemistry of the water. This is the main
advantage of the otical streak method to observe the opacity in pure water without the
need to add chemical scavengers and change the interaction. [67]

This leads to a distinct drop in transmission seen as opacity from our 800 nm

probe beam given by the Astra - Gemini laser system in Oxford where the experiment

was performed. The data in fig 3.12 shows a typical shot with clear opacity seen for

both the x-ray signal and some time later the proton signal.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12: a) An optical streak image taken with 600l/mm grating and 3 times magni-
fication showing the slight opacity due to the x-ray signal and then the heavier opacity at
the onset of the proton signal. b) Lineouts taken along the optical streak data at different
depths, the drop in tranmission can be clearly seen.
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The lineouts above show the drop in transmission caused by the ion induced opac-

ity clearly. It was only concluded that the signal was caused by protons if the drop

in transmission was at least 2σ or more. 2 sigma was discussed to be a statistically

reliable drop in transmission to confirm a real signal. There is fluctuatation within

the lineouts however a drop of 2 sigma or more was never seen within the backround

region. Lineouts were taken along the depth of the whole image and sigma was cal-

culated from a stable region; an average of 5 standard deviations were taken from

a region of no opacity and then the average multiplied by 2. If the signal dropped

below this number in the lineouts it was considered to be statistically significant and

attributed to opacity induced by the protons, if the transmission was higher than

this number it was assumed to be noise in the spectrum.

Again it is imperitive to understand fully the interactions of protons and water

and all the secondary particles produced as damaging too many healthy cells could

ultimately lead to the patients death. In fact the 2017 paper ’the hydrated electron’

by Herbert and Coons states that ’Direct absorption of ionizing radiation can induce

mutagenic lesions in DNA; however, it is actually secondary species such as the

hydrated electron, generated in water that cause the most damage.’ [68] The method

allows for the study of these interactions and for a high rate of data collection using

a high repitition laser, which is described below.

3.5 Results

In the experiment the 40 fs pulse of around 9.2 J of energy (intensity 1021Wcm−2)

was preceded by a prepulse of between −2 ps and −15 ps of energy 0.83 J (intensity

1016Wcm−2). As explained above the prepulse arrival time is carefully controlled by

the distance of prepulse mirror relative to the main beam mirror. Shown in figure

3.13 a graph of proton penetration depth for corresponding prepulse times.
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Figure 3.13: Graph showing the depth into the water sample that proton signal is ob-
served for different prepulse arrival times

Several shots were taken at each prepulse position and the average taken to obtain

the depth into the water as shwon in figure 3.13. The error bars are given by the

standard error in each set of results. The main contribution to the variation in depth

for different shots at the same prepulse setting is shot to shot fluctuations.
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Figure 3.14: Graph showing the depth different energy protons can penertrate into water
- data given by SRIM. [69]

The results show a linear dependence on the prepulse arrival time with respect

to the proton penetration depth and therefore energy. The trend suggests that an

earlier prepulse (up to 15 ps) yields higher proton energies. Fig 3.14 shows the

penetration depth of protons of increasing energy in water as given by SRIM. The

lines indicate the max proton energy seen with no prepulse and then the maximum

energy seen with the max prepulse of 15 ps. The addition of the prepulse increases

the max proton energy by up to five times - from around 3.5 MeV to over 17 MeV.
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Figure 3.15: Pulse traces showing the contrast of the Gemini and Lund laser normalised
to Gemini’s peak. The black box indictaes the region in which the prepulses were controlled
to arrive, between -2 and −15 ps

The pulse trace in fig 3.15 shows the arrival times and intensities in relation to

the main pulse. It is evident that the 2 ps delay is overridden by the rising edge

of the main pulse leading to there being minimal difference expected between zero

prepulse and a 2 ps delay as seen on the graph 3.13. Aside from a dip in energy at

8 ps it is evident a bigger delay leads to higher proton energy on the Gemini laser

system within these delay limits.

The fluctuation however for a 15 ps prepulse is much greater. This is most likely due,

in part, to the natural jitter inherent in large laser systems. For zero prepulse and

those points close to zero the shot to shot fluctuations of the laser do not have much

impact on the end energy of the ions as even a weak shot will typically accelerate
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protons to some degree, however as we move towards earlier prepulses like that of

15 ps the variation is a lot larger, the maximum end point energy of the TNSA

protons is correlated directly to both the shot to shot fluctuatios of the laser as well

as the prepulse control. The weaker shots will accelerate protons to a low energy

however due to the added prepulse higher energy protons are possible when the laser

shot is strong.

Another factor is the plasma expansion, for prepulses of 2,4 and 6 ps will pre condition

the plasma but there is little time for expansion, leading to a more consistent plasma

shot to shot and therefore less energy spread. However for a prepulse arriving 15 ps

before the main there is sufficient time to for the plasma to expand. This is not an

exact process with many factors contributing to the expansion, with this extra added

variable there is a much larger spread of end proton energies depending largely on

the plasma they are accelerated from.

Many experiments have been undertaken to investigate the importance of pre-

pulses in ion acceleration with differing conclusions [70]. McKenna et al. showed that

for long (6 ns) prepulses of 0.5× 1012w/cm− 2 the maximum energy of the protons

was enhanched by 25 percent due to increased coupling of the laser energy to protons

via fast electrons [71]. This is not comparible to this experiement in which the delay

is much shorter and the prepulse around 4 orders of magnitude more intense. There

is a lot less time for plasma expansion in our regime. Additionally effects from the

rear surface are not as important as there is not a lot of time delay for the electrons

to circulate.

An experiment by Glinec [72] used a similar intensity prepulse and delay times to our

regime with the same target material. The findings however were not in agreement,

shown in the circled area in fig 3.16, Glinec found a 10 to 20 percent decrease in a

similar prepulse timing and intensity regime where an increase of 5 times was found

in this experiement.
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Figure 3.16: Taken from Glinec et al. [72] Graph showing max proton energy dependance
with prepulse delay and intensity. The red circle indicates the region of intensity and delay
comparible to our experiment. While we notice an overall upward trend Glinec et al see a
decrease in proton energy in this region.

This difference highlights the importance of optimising the prepulse to a specific

laser. Glinecs team used a laser system in Lund Laser Facility operating at the same

central wavelength of 800 nm and delievering 0.7 J of energy on target in 50 fs at

FWHM, corresponding to an intensity 2 orders of magnitude lower than Gemini.

They used 3 um thick aluminium foils compared to the 5 um thick foils used. This is

an important parameter given the research from Kaluza et al. which again although

not in our intensity or prepulse delay regime concludes that the optimum target

thickness changes depending on the prepulse delay. Kaluza concluded that at the

optimum target thickness for a given prepulse delay the protons were accelerated to

higher energies. Kaluza found that thinner targets lead to plasma formation at the

rear side of the target leading to front side acceleration and lower cut-off energies.

[73]. Another difference is the respective lasers temporal profiles and contrast: As

seen in fig 3.15 showing both traces relative to Geminis peak intensity, Gemini has
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a cleaner contrast than the Lund laser. The ASE pedestal on Gemini stays at a reli-

tively constant 10−11 until the rising edge of the main pulse arrives where it ramps

up to peak intensity within 25 ps, in comparison the Lund Laser has a noisy profile

with a pedestal increasing in intensity from around 100 ps before the arrival of the

main pulse. The graph below shows the contrast of each laser relative to Gemini’s

peak intensity; it is clear there is a distinct difference in the contrasts which is play-

ing a role in the prepulse interaction. The longer ramp up to peak intensity for the

Lund laser will heat the target changing the interaction and therefore the results.

It is clear that to optimise prepulse delays for proton energy the affect is laser

specific and highly corralates with the laser contrast, it cannot be the case that a

1016W/cm− 2 prepulse at a certain time can either be labelled beneficial or detri-

mental to proton energy as a plethora of parameters including contrast and laser

coupling need to be accounted for.

Another factor shown to be important in the literature from simulations given

by Andreev et al. [58] is the laser absorption coefficient. Andreevs paper looks at

the effect the plasma scale length has on accelerated protons; they found that for

optimum acceleration the plasma should have some density and a density gradient.
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Figure 3.17: Taken from Andreev et al. graph showing the variation of proton energy
with respect to plasma scale length at 150fs. The circles indicate simulation results and the
black line is the analytical model result. The squares indicate the dependence of maximum
ion energy density on the plasma scale length.

Fig 3.17 shows that there is a distinct peak in maximum Ion energy for a given

scale length which drops off significantly for longer lengths. This can be explained

by looking at the absorption coefficent given by:

na = 0.02[kL(L+ ls)]
0.8 (3.6)

in an inhomogeneous overdense plasma such as one created by a prepulse. Where ls

is the plasma skin length and L is the plasma scale length. [58] After a certain scale

length the absorption coefficient decreases as the plasma becomes underdense and

there is no longer any resonant density or absorption mechanism. It is clear that up

until a certain point there is a distinct benefit to having a scale length for increased

laser plasma coupling.

The hot electron population circulating in the target is responsible for the am-

bipolar field at the rear which accelerates the protons. Fig 3.18 shows the change

of the electric field at the rear of the target with regards to the plasma scale length

and there is an optimum scale length which produces the highest e field, this occurs
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in Andreev’s simulations at L = 4λL, the same plasma scale length for optimum end

point ion energy.

Figure 3.18: Simulation from Andreev showing e field distributions at the rear of the
target at 150 fs for a) no plasma scale length b) L = 4λL c) L = 8λL and d) L = 16λL. X
is in units of the laser wavelength with the dotted line on the left showing the front surface
of the target and moving along x the furthest right dotted line indicates the rear surface.

However it is not a precise matter, while the proton energy increases for longer

front surface plasma scale lengths, the reliability of producing protons shot to shot

almost has an inverse correlation. For example while one may be inclined to disregard

using an 8 ps prepulse time given fig 3.13, that prepulse time gives the most reliable

chance of getting a detectable proton signal on average. If the main aim of the

experiment is to have a reliable proton signal and not the highest energies this may

prove useful. Fig 3.19 shows a graph of reliability of proton signal with respect to

prepulse position. This was a binary result on whether proton signal was present at

all over an average of 5 shots at each prepulse setting.
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Figure 3.19: The graph above shows the fraction of shots taken compared to those which
had proton signal for the various prepulse positions. Compared to graph in figure 3.13 of
depth/energy there is an inverse correlation.

These results prove an interesting starting point for tailoring the interaction de-

pending on the characteristics that are needed from the proton beam and which laser

system the experiment is conducted on. However more experiments are needed to

understand the interatctions fully and optimise the set-up. More experiments could

look at a wider range of prepulse arrival times on Gemini or a similar laser system,

as well as looking into the flux of the protons accelerated as another interesting

paramater. We have shown that by introducing a defined prepulse the energy of the

protons can be greatly increased. However also importantly we have found that for

a given prepulse setting on the Gemini laser system the stability of the proton signal

can be controlled. This setting of a −8 ps prepulse gave a detectable proton signal on

every shot taken. This proves useful in experiments that require large data sets. It

could be utilised to obtain scans of different parameters building up the data quickly

and efficiently.
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Enhanching Harmonic efficiency

from overdense plasmas by

controlling the near time coherent

contrast using Third Order

Dispersion and a controlled

prepulse

The effect of the third order dispersion (TOD) of the incident laser

pulse on the efficiency of the harmonics generated from the interaction

of that pulse with an overdense plasma is investigated. It is found that

the efficiency can be controlled by changing this parameter with different

harmonic orders affected differently. A controlled prepulse is then intro-

duced into the system to obtain finer control over the interaction
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Ultrashort extreme ultraviolet pulses generated from intense laser matter interac-

tions forms an area of research at the very forefront of laser physics. With promising

applications such as attosecond science and the seeding of free electron X-ray lasers,

this area of research is set to provide us with new insights into many areas of sci-

ence. For the laser systems used in this research, contrast – as discussed in Chapter

2 – is one of the most important properties of the incident pulse. This determines

how much energy is deposited on target before the arrival of the main pulse due

to things like amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). If the prepulses from ASE are

sufficiently large they will create a plasma which will expand before the arrival of

the main pulse tens of picoseconds later. Studies show that for effective harmonic

generation some plasma expansion is ideal [62] but too much severely affects the

generation mechanisms. The advent of plasma mirrors – as described previously in

chapter 2 – have allowed for an increase in contrast of around three orders of mag-

nitude. The contrast between the main pulse and ASE pedestal in this experiement

was 10−11. A schematic is shown in fig 4.2 to convey the scale of a 10−11 difference

in real life terms. The difference in discussion is like that of a 553m tall tower with

that of viruses.
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Figure 4.1: Taken from R. Marjoribanks A schematic of the ratio between the main pulse
and the pedastal shown in lifesize context, needed for successful HHG experiments [74].

The contrast improvement achieved by plasma mirrors –described in chapter 2

– affects mainly the pulse pedestal on the order of tens of picoseconds.[75]. This

chapter will investigate the effect of changing the very near time 300 fs contrast of

the laser pulse by controlling the TOD. The near-time contrast allows for finer control

of the plasma conditions from how its expansion occurs to electron temperature. The

plot below shows a typical pulse trace on the JETI 40 laser system in Jena, outlined

in section 4.2, and the effect of introducing a plasma mirror. The temporal region

of interest under invesitigation in the experiment is highlighted.
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Figure 4.2: A pulse trace from the JETI 40 laser system in Jena taken from Roedel et
al. with – black trace – and without – green trace – a plasma mirror. The plasma mirror
increases the contrast of the pedestal by 4 orders of magnitude and the ASE prepulse is
reduced by 3 orders of magnitude. The red rectangle indicates the temporal region of the
pulse changed via the TOD, on a 0.6 ps timeframe. [76]

The plasma mirror controls contrast on a tens of picosecond timeframe. While

some plasma expansion is necessary for efficient HHG a prepulse around 32 ps be-

fore the main pulse would allow for too long of a plasma expansion leading to a

drop in harmonic effieciency. Plasma mirrors allow this problem to be overcome

[77]. The plasma mirror is transparent to laser intensities approximately lower than

1016 W/cm2. Above this intensity the plasma mirror surface is ionised creating an

overdense critical surface which now reflects the higher intensity laser pulse. How-

ever plasma mirrors are not the perfect solution. As shown by dromey et al. the

reflectivity of the plasma mirror varies with laser intensity [21]. As we move towards

higher intensities the reflectivity enters a so called ’jitter regime’ as shown in fig 4.3
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making the contrast more difficult to control precisely. Shot to shot fluctuations in

this regime lead to differences in reflectivity of the mirror meaning it is difficult to

control the contrast and therefore the plasma expansion accurately.

Figure 4.3: Figure showing the variation of plasma mirror reflectivity with laser intensity.
[21].

For this reason a prepulse mirror was added into the system. This highly con-

trollable mirror gives an extra stability to the plasma expansion. The arrival of the

pre pulse on target is accuratly defined and the intensity remains the same. [62].

While this doesn’t completley solve the contrast issue on a tens of picosecond time-

frame having more control over the nearer-time – few picosecond – contrast makes

for a more controllable experiement with less changable factors. A prepulse scan is

included in the results to determine at which point the most efficient harmonics are

generated. Having this finer control over the laser-plasma interaction is beneficial

for a number of reasons: by changing these parameters and observing the implica-

tions for the generated harmonics, a deeper more fundamental understanding of the

coupling at the laser plasma boundary begins to emerge. The more fully we can

understand and control this coupling and therefore harmonic generation the more
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likely we are to progress towards useable and reliable harmonic sources for many

applications. For these reasons it was decided to optimise the prepulse parameter

and then for added tunability observe the harmonics created when the third order

dispersion (TOD) of the incident pulse was changed. This allows for control not only

on the tens of picosecond and few picosecond timeframe but also the femtosecond

timeframe.

4.1 Third Order Dispersion

The availability of short pulses relies on managing dispersion and maintaining co-

herency between wavelengths. Short pulses exist due to a large bandwidth of frequen-

cies being in phase over a short period of time, as given by fourier theory –discussed

in chapter 2. Dispersion arises due to the group velocity dispersion (GVD) in a prop-

agation medium. Each frequency component will be subject to different dispersion

given the frequency dependancy leading to pulse broadening. The dispersion of a

pulse is given by a Taylor expansion of the wavenumber k as a function of angular

frequency ω made around a centre frequency ωo:

k(ω) = k0 +
∂

∂ω
(ω − ω0) +

1

2

∂2k

∂ω2
(ω − ω0)2 +

1

6

∂3k

∂ω3
(ω − ω0)3 + ... (4.1)

[78]

The zero - order term gives a common phase shift, first order describes an overall

time delay that does not effect the pulse shape, the second order term contains

the group delay dispersion: i.e the group velocity dispersion per unit length giving

a linear chirp of the pulse and the third order cubic term gives the third - order

dispersion per unit length. The third order dispersion introduces a non linear chirped

pulse. This quadratic chirp means longer and shorter wavelengths coincide in time

and interfere to create a beating. This creates either leading or trailing satellite
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pulses depending on whether the TOD is negative or positive respectively. These

pulses can be seen in the whizzler data shown in fig 4.11. The TOD length is a

measure of the distance of propogation a pulse can travel in a medium before the

third order dispersion becomes important. This length is inversely proportional to

the pulse width cubed and to the TOD of the medium. This indicates that pulses

with shorter temporal duration have a shorter TOD length. For pulse durations of

below around 30fs, it becomes necessary to compensate for higher order terms of

dispersion up to and including TOD. The equipment used for this compensation – a

dazzler – is discribed in section 4.3.2.

Typically the dazzler would be used to completley compensate for the TOD and

optimise the pulse shape to as close to transform limited as possible, however exam-

ined here is the effect introducing a third order dispersion factor on the harmonics

generated. The TOD was changed between −17 000 fs3 in increments to 53 000 fs3

with 10 shots taken at each point. The optimum setting for TOD compensation was

found to be 23 000 fs3.

4.2 The JETI 40 Laser system

The experiment was conducted on the JETI 40 laser system in Jena, Germany. The

laser is a Titanium:sapphire 40 terawatts system. The pulses are generated using a

femtosecond oscillator and then amplified up to a final energy of 1.5 J via chirped

pulse amplification (CPA).

The pulses are recompressed to a mininum duration of 25 fs with a full width at

half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of 40 nm and a central wavelength of 800 nm.

By use of an off axis parabolic mirror peak intensities of 1020Wcm−2 are achieved

on target. This is sufficient to attain high harmonics via the relativistic oscillating

mirror method (ROM). [79].
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4.3 Experimental Set-up on JETI

The experimental set-up used on the JETI 40 laser system is shown in fig ??. A

plasma mirror is used to increase the contrast – shown in figure 4.5 before being

passed into the target chamber where the laser was focussed down onto a glass

(BK7) target at 450 incidence using an f/3 off axis parabolic mirror. This gives

around 300 mJ of energy on target with a 8µm spot size. The glass target is ideal

due to it’s high damage threshold, creating an overdense plasma while remaining

intact. The harmonic spectra is then measured using the flatfield spectrometer to

give divergenge and spectral information. This is described in section 4.3.1.

Figure 4.4: A diagram of the set-up inside the target chamber. The beam is focussed
onto the glass target using an f/3 off axis parabolic mirror. A prepulse mirror is placed
in front of the last turning mirror and is described in detail in chapter 3, this allows for
a controlled prepulse to be introduced on the picosecond timeframe. The harmonics are
generated mainly via the ROM method as described previously in chapter 2, and resolved
in the flatfield spetrometer described below.
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Figure 4.5: The plasma mirror system on JETI 40: in vacuum and can be pumped
separately from the chamber to optimise the time for target replacement. [76]

The OAP’s are protected against debris off the plasma mirror target via fused

silica wafers placed at the Brewster’s angle. The plasma mirros can be by-passed

by removing the turning mirrors. The pilot laser allows the tilt of the target to

be tracked and controlled. The plasma mirror target is a square of glass 100 mm x

100 mm. The square shape allows for optimal use of surface and the glass is thick

enough to utilise both sides.

A prepulse mirror was used in this experiment to introduce a controlled prepulse

as explained previously in chapter 3. The mirror was indentical and set -up in a

similar fashion with motors to control both tip and tilt of the mirror. Again a mask

was used to check the overlap with the main laser each shot and a camera overlooked

the mirror for alignment purposes as well as to check the distance from the main

mirror. This is shown in picture 4.7. Again due to the reflectivity at the back

mirror surface it was possible to position the mirror a certain distance away such

that there would be zero delay between the prepulse and main pulse allowing for

ease of comparison between having a pre pulse and no prepulse. The prepulse focal

spot was 36µm delivering an intensity around 1016Wcm−2 on target. Suffcient to

begin harmonic generation. Fig 4.6 shows the prepulse focal spot beside the main

beam focal spot. The prepulse was approximatly 450 pixels and the main focus 100

pixels. A calibration was done using a 1 cm grating to obtain the size per pixel. The
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focal length was 15 cm.

Figure 4.6: Pictures of the prepulse focal spot and main beam focal spot.

Figure 4.7: Picture from the camera that was overlooking the prepulse mirror. The
distance to the main mirror can be clearly seen and then measured to obtain the exact
distance.

4.3.1 Flatfield spectrometer

A flat-field spectrometer was used to detect the XUV radiation produced in the

above set-up. The main component of the spectrometer is a gold, varied-line spacing
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(VLS), 1200 grooves/mm diffraction grating blazed with an angle of 3.2 degrees. The

VLS allows for aberration-correction in the XUV [80]. The blaze are grooves that

have a triangular cross-section, where the angle between the grating plane and the

main face of the groove is the blaze angle as shown below. The purpose of having a

blazed grating is the advantage it gives to redistribute light that would be reflected

specularly and wasted into a useful order. This is due to the blaze condition whih

is met when the angle made between the incoming beam and the groove normal is

equal to the angle made between the groove normal and the diffracted beam. When

the condition is met the incident light will be concentrated into the corresponding

order.

Figure 4.8: Blaze condition geometry: The incident beam is diffracted preferrentially into
the order whose angle of incidence and angle if incidence are equal relative to the groove
normal. θb is the blaze angle. [81]

It is important to pass the radiation through a slit for spatial resolution and a

filter to block the driving laser frequency so as to avoid damage to the CCD cam-

era. Filtering of 200 nm of aluminium was used throughout the experiement for this
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purpose.

Figure 4.9: Schematic of the main components of a flat - field spectrometer: the XUV
is filtered to protect the CCD camera and put through a slit for spatial filtering, then a
VLS, 1200 groove/mm gold diffraction grating is used. The beam is then direced into th
CCD camera. [82]

Fig 4.12 shows the output from the CCD. By using a calibration shot with no

harmonics produced but the k edge of the aluminium clearly seen, pixel number can

then be converted to photon energy and the harmonic order in subsequent shots can

then be deduced. To determine the efficiency of the harmonics the pixels over the

whole harmonic were summed together. Lineouts and an overall integrated intensity

of the spectra were also taken.

4.3.2 Dazzler/Wizzler loop - pulse shaping and measuring

The dazzler is used to change the third order dispersion of the pulse. As discussed

the Dazzler controls the TOD of the laser pulse, allowing for fine tuning on a few fs

time frame. It works on the basis of an acousto-optic programmable dispersive fliter

(AOPDF), this is the propagation of light in an acouso-optic birefringent crystal.

[83]. This interaction of an incident ordinary optical wave with a collinear acoustic

shear wave leads to diffraction of an extraordinary wave. By then controlling the

amount of ordinary versus extraordinary propagation in the optical path by each
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spectral componet, spectral phase of a fs pulse can be shaped. A schematic is shown

below:

Figure 4.10: Schematic of the dazzler mechanism - AOPDF taken from Verluise et al.
[84]

An acoustic wave is created by a transducer excited by a temporal signal. The

acoustic wave propagates along the axis z with a given velocity and reproduces

spatially the temporal shape of the rf signal. The two optical modes can be coupled

by acousto-optic interaction in the case of phase matching. If there is only one

spatial frequency locally in the acoustic grating, only one optical frequency can be

diffracted at position z. The incident optical pulse is initially in the ordinary axis,

every frequency travels a certain distance before it is phase matched with spatial

frequency in the acoustic grating. At this given frequency dependant postion in z,

part of the energy is diffracted into the extraordinary axis. The pulse leaving the

device is made up of all the spectral components that have been diffracted an various

points. [85].

By properly choosing the temporal form of the rf signal and hence the spatial form

of the acoustic wave, one can create an almost arbitrary group delay distribution as a

function of frequency. So if the velocities of the two axis are different each frequency

will see a different time delay allowing for the output pulse tuning.
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The pulse is then measured using the wizzler, another instrument from fastlite.

The wizzler is based on self - refrenced spectral interferometry (SRSI). Which is a

measurement technique which allows for single - shot spectral phase and amplitude

information. Simply put, in SRSI a fraction of the input pulse is delayed while the

rest of the pulse is used to generate a reference pulse. Comparing the spectral width

of the input and reference pulse allows the spectral phase to be assessed. [86]. The

plots below show the output from the wizzler. As the dazzler settings are changed

the changes in the pulse shouler and rising edge are clearly seen.
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Figure 4.11: three pulse traces outputed from the wizzler with different dazzler settings,
time in femtoseconds along the x axis with minus times indicating before the arrival of the
main pulse. The top trace is for a setting of 23000 fs3 which was the optimum in acheiving
a close to perfect gaussian. The middle trace is for a setting of 53000 fs3 which creates
trailing satellite pulses, the bottom is for a -17000 fs3 creating leading satellite pulses.

After the interaction of the pulse with the glass target the flatfield spectrometer

gives the harmonic spectrum as shown in fig 4.12. The lower orders are seen much

more intense than the higher orders given the power decay law for HHG as described

in chapter 2. The wavelength region of interest is selected based on which harmonic

orders are being examined.
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Figure 4.12: Harmonic spectrum obtained from the flat field. The flat field allows diver-
genge information to be given with higher orders given by the ROM mechanism becoming
less divergent.

4.4 Results

The results descibed in this chapter take a look at 3 harmonic orders – 14th, 19th

and 27th – due to CWE dependance on plasma frequency only harmonics up to

the maximum plasma frequency 20th harmonic, can be attributed to CWE above

this all are from ROM. When both mechanisms are at play their contributions can

interfere.

This is the case for the 14th harmonic and more prominetly the 19th harmonic

order. There exist evident differences in spectra with strong CWE and strong ROM
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contributions. As well as the cut - off at the plasma frequency CWE produces

more divergent harmonics. This is due to the harmonic phase in CWE having a

stronger dependence on laser intensity. A nonuniform spatial intensity laser profile

leads to spatially curved harmonics, increasing beam divergence. Work from Kahaly

et al. discovered by use of a controlled prepulse that CWE requires a much steeper

gradient to be efficient and that as the plasma scale length is increased ROM becomes

stronger.

Examined here is the effect of the fine control on a femtosecond timescale of

the pulse. Two data sets examine the effect of this fine control with and without an

added prepulse on the picosecond timescale. The averaged harmonic spectra for each

set are shown in fig 4.13, set 4 has no picosecond prepulse and thus a shorter plasma

scale length. As Kahaly found the CWE contribution is clearly greater with ’messier’

harmonics with greater divergence. set 3 which has a prepulse as well as changing

TOD has a much stronger ROM contribution resulting in the cleaner spectrum.

The TOD was changed on the dazzler ranging from -17000fs3 to 53000fs3 and

shots were taken at each position. The harmonic spectra were then averaged over

ten shots at each TOD position. Fig 4.13 shows these averaged spectra, the higher

harmonic orders are at the left with spectrum 1 corresponding to a TOD of 53000 fs3

and 8 corresponding to -17000 fs3. The other settings are given in the fig caption.

From this then the orders of interest were selected and the intensity was integrated

over the whole harmonic to give the results seen later in fig 4.15.
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Figure 4.13: fig showing the averaged harmonic spectra from the flatfield at each TOD
setting for i) top graph - set 4 - without a controlled prepulse and ii) bottom graph - set 3
- with a controlled prepulse. The numbers indicate the TOD setting. 1 =-17000fs3, 2 =
-7000fs3, 3 = 3000fs3 , 4 = 13000 fs3 , 5 = 23000 fs3 , 6 = 33000 fs3, 7 = 43000 fs3 ,
8 = 53000 fs3. The lowest order seen on the far right is the 13th harmonic ranging up to
the 28th order on the left.
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To acheive the controlled prepulse used for set 3 a prepulse mirror was used,

identical to the one described in chapter 3. A prepulse time of arrival scan and its

effect on the harmonic generation is shown below:

Figure 4.14: A scan of the prepulse arrival time and the effect on the harmonic spectra
from the Jasny spectrometer, The black line indicates the cut-off for CWE harmonics, the
minus sign indicates an arrival before the main pulse

Given the above prepulse scan two scans of the TOD dazzler settings were ob-

tained: one with just the TOD settings being changed and the other with the TOD

settings being changed in addition to having a prepulse arriving 1.4 ps before the

main pulse. As discussed in the previous chapter the prepulse is of suffcient inten-

sity to ionise the target creating a plasma which has time to expand before the arrival

of the main pulse. A table of the shots that were taken at which settings is shown

in fig ??
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The graphs below show the effect of the TOD on different harmonic orders with

and without a prepulse.
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Figure 4.15: Graph of integrated harmonic intensity – averaged over ten shots per po-
sition – against TOD for different harmonic orders. The top graph shows the effect of
changing TOD alone, while the bottom graph changes TOD while adding a 1.4ps prepulse.
The grey dotted line indicates the TOD setting which would be described as the ’perfect’
pulse shape, i.e most gaussian like.
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The first graph which only examines the changing TOD shows one optimum peak

for all harmonic orders. The optimum pulse shape occurs at a TOD of 13000, this

corresponds to a pulse shape with a slight shoulder as shown in fig 4.16 meaning

that some plasma expansion or preconditioning can occur before the arrival of the

peak of the pulse. This is beneficial for both CWE and ROM mechanisms. While

CWE requires a step plasma gradient for very low gradients mode conversion does

not occur. ROM is more efficient for longer scale lengths, however interseting here is

that the optimum for ROM harmonics is not the setting with the longest shoulder.

The very fine TOD control on the femtosecond timescale is not equivalent to the

longer picosecond compnent examined below. The optimum could be conditioning

the target in such a way that it is better for coupling to the incident laser.

Figure 4.16: Temporal pulse shape for a TOD setting of 13000fs3 on i) left hand side a
log scale and ii) right hand side linear scale. With the rising shoulder clearly seen.

When the 1.4ps prepulse is introduced into the system the optimum TOD setting

becomes a much more complicated detail. Signal is good for the perfect gaussian

pulse – at 23000 – already due to the plasma scale length introduced by the con-

trolled prepulse. However, interestingly here is the fact that this is not the case for

all harmonics, the lower orders contributed to by CWE – as described in chapter 2

– have this double peaked structure whereas the higher order has a distinct peak at
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a TOD of 3000 and only a lesser peak at the ’perfect pulse shape’. It would appear

that CWE and ROM mechanisms respond differently to a varied scale length and to

optimise one may lead to a reduction of effciency in the other.

Previous work by Kahaly et al. has shown the importance on scale length via a

controlled prepulse mirror on both CWE and ROM harmonics. They saw that as

they increased the plasma scale length using the prepulse mirror that there was a

significant increase to ROM signal as well as an extension to the spectral cutoff up to

a prepulse of around 2ps (scale length L/λ = 0.06) after which the growth is slower.

The increase in ROM efficiency for longer scale lengths is due to the higher lorentz

factors for outgoing electrons. The longer scale length means a smaller restoring

force of the ion background against the laser field becuase of a softer plasma. [62]

For CWE however the opposite occurs, with a drop in signal with increased den-

sity gradient. This is due to two factors. The laser - accelerated electrons trajectory

crossings are only efficient over a small range of distances from the critical density

surface. As the scale length is increased electron bunching occurs in lower and lower

density plasma regions leading to a reduction in signal. Another factor is that linear

mode conversion is optimal at short gradients – but not for zero gradient. This is

what is seen in the second graph in fig 4.15. With the added prepulse, intensity

for the 14th harmonic is lower at a TOD which also has a leading shoulder. This

is in keeping with kahalys work then that for CWE a steeper gradient is required.

Indeed the highest CWE contributed signal is seen when the pulse is the ideal gaus-

sian shape. For ROM orders however peaks are seen at TOD settings with longer

pulse shoulders and therefore increased gradient. The reason for the 19th harmonic

having 2 optimal positions could be due to it being contributed to by both mech-

anisms strongly. Interesting, however is that for the ROM harmonics there exists

optimal and de-optimised TOD settings. For example -7000 fs3 has almost an or-

der of magnitude lower harmonic intensity than 3000 fs3 despite the shoulder and
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therfore scale length being technically longer. It could be that with more and finer

control over the plasma condtions on a femtosecond time scale the optimum sur-

roundings could be achieved to create eletron nanobunching as descibed in chapter

2. These nanobunches lead to more efficient harmonics, however to conclude that

this is what is occuring, another experiment should be undertaken. The literature

currently doesn’t conclusively agree on optimum scale lengths for ROM and CWE

harmonics, the work done here agrees well with some studies and contradicts oth-

ers. The complexity of these processes cannot be overlooked, with so many moving

parts contributing to the overall system. It is important to keep investigating and

understanding each of these parts.

Clearly for optimum harmonic generation both long time i.e picosecond time-

frame and near time i.e femtosecond timeframe need to be taken into account. The

introdution of a picosecond prepulse does not drown out the need for femtosecond

control. With different TOD settings still having an effect by up to two orders of

magnitude even with the introduced prepulse.

Fig 4.17 shows up to two orders of magnitude improvement in harmonic intensity

with use of TOD and prepulse, compared to just TOD. This is a significant difference

leading to the implication of the importance of fine near time control of the laser

pulse. As we work towards understanding energy coupling at the laser - plasma

boundary, nanobunching conditions and overall optimising harmonic efficiency near

time contrast must be taken into account.
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Figure 4.17: Graphs comparing set 3 – prepulse + TOD – with set 4 – just TOD –
for 3 different harmonic orders on a logarithmic scale. The grey dotted line indicates the
optimum TOD setting for a gaussian pulse.
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Examining the near time – 100fs –

contrast effect on harmonic

generation via 1D PIC simulations

The effects of the third order dispersion (TOD) on harmonic efficiency

were discussed in detail in chapter 4. The aim of this chapter is to high-

light and examine more fully the effect of the pulse shoulder on the plasma

by use of simulations. A shoulder was introduced with the peak 100fs be-

fore the peak of the main pulse in EPOCH. The intensity of this shoulder

was then varied and the subsequent effect on the harmonics and attosec-

ond pulse train was examined. The same simulations were then ran with

a longer initial scale length to simulate the scale length induced by a con-

trolled prepulse arriving 1.4 ps ahead of the peak of the main. While no

obvious improvement was found in the harmonic spectra, an investiga-

tion into the attosecond pulse trains found that some certain attosecond

pulses could be applified by up to 3 times. This could be due to the near

time contrast optimising the conditions for electron nanobunching to oc-
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cur over certain cycles.

5.1 EPOCH - A brief discription PIC code basics

PIC codes solve the Vlasov - Maxwell equations which gives plasma evolution over

time.

Vlasov Equation:

δf

δt
+ v· ∇xf +

q

m
(E + v ×B)· ∇vf = 0 (5.1)

The E and B fields are evolved iteratively using Maxwells equations as given

below.

Maxwells Equations:

∇× E = −δB
δt

(5.2)

∇×B = µ0ε0
δE

δt
+ µ0J (5.3)

∇·B = 0 (5.4)

∇·E = ρ/ε0 (5.5)

[87]

Charge density ρ and current density J are found from the particle distribution

functions and are given by:
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ρ(x, t) = q

∫ ∞
−∞

f(x, v, t)dv (5.6)

J(x, v, t) = q

∫ ∞
−∞

vf(x, v, t)dv (5.7)

PIC codes work by calculating the trajectories of a group of particles put in as

macroparticles. These marcoparticles represent a collection or group of particles and

make these simulations computationally viable as modelling every individual particle

of the plasma would be impossible. [88] The particles are initialised onto a grid as

shown in fig 5.1 and interact with that grid through charge density and current

density. The grid in turn interacts with the particles through E and B. [89].

Figure 5.1: Taken from EPOCH user manual. A diagram showing the grid onto which
the particles are initialsed. The grid has a fixed size with nodes occuring at set intervals
given by 1/cell size. These nodes define the fields on the grid. The particles move through
the grid interacting with it [88].

The grid is split up in cells of a determined size with the number of macroparticles

per cell determined in the initial input. A smaller cell size gives higher resolution

as does more macroparticles per cell however both increase the computational time

and so a balance needs to be found between resolution and computation time. The
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amount of macroparticles used in this simulation was decided on by a trial and error

method to establish the best balance between time and resolution. An excepted value

was initially input and then raised and lowered until the desired outputs were clear

and running in a relatively fast time. The motion of the macropartices generates

fields which are calcuated on the grid of a given spatial resolution. The cycle of the

PIC code then begins as shown in fig 5.2. The forces of the macroparticles due to

the fields are then calculated which gives an update of the macroparticles velocity

and the new velocity is used to update the particle position and the cycle continues

as such.

Figure 5.2: A schematic of the PIC code cycle. After the initial conditions are set the
macroparticles move causing fields E, B, these fields cause a force on the particles changing
their velocity and position which is then updated by the code and so on.

5.1.1 Bourdier method

The Bourdier method was used for this work, a method allowing oblique incidence

of the laser to be studied in a 1D simulation. This greatly reduces the computing

power and time that would be taken up using a 2D simulation. With the desire to

keep the simulation as close to the experiment described previously, the processing
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power required to run a 600fs simulation with a thick glass target is computationally

demanding in 2D, thus this method was utilised.

Figure 5.3: Diagram taken from LPIC user manual, showing the laboratory frame (L)
with oblique incidence and the moving frame (M) corresponiding to normal incidence. The
plasma in M streams parallel to the surface. [90]

The Bourdier method involves performing a Lorentz transformation from the

laboratory frame – L – to a moving frame – M – in which the laser is incident normal

to the plasma surface and the frame moves in the plane parallel to the plasma surface.

The frame moves with velocity vf = ŷc sinα along the y direction in frame L. The

lorentz transformation parameters therefore are:

β = sinα,Γ =
1√

1− β2
=

1

cosα
(5.8)

A four - vector of xµ = (x0, x1, x2, x3)T then transforms as xµ(M) = Lxµ(L)

where the matrix L is given in fig 5.1.1 [91]
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Γ 0 −βΓ 0

0 1 0 0

−βΓ 0 Γ 0

0 0 0 1


The frequency and wavevector relation given by Kµ = (w/c,KX , KY , KZ)T leads

to the terms for w and k shown in fig 5.3

The result is that the incident light is Doppler - shifted and w = ck holds in both

frames of reference. For Ey there is no change between the reference frames. [90].

5.2 EPOCH input

The simulations allow a deeper look at the effect of changing the near time pulse

contrast on the harmonics generated. Using the Wizzler data from the experiment

described previously in chapter 4 – a Gaussian function was fitted to the main pulse

– as shown in fig 5.4 – with another Gaussian added to represent this shoulder. This

simplifies the problem compared to using an exact fit to the data however perhaps

in future work more exact fits could be inputted. The amplitude of the smaller

Gaussian was then adjusted to give varying shoulder intensities and the harmonics

generated were examined.
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Figure 5.4: Plots of the pulses inputted into EPOCH: The black solid line is the Wizzler
data from chapter 4 for a TOD with 13000fs3, Two Gaussians were then fitted to this.
The first fit shows a shoulder Gaussian peaking at 0.001 the intensity of the main pulse,
150fs before the peak of the main pulse.The second plot shows the peak shoulder intensity
extended to 0.01 the intensity of the main pulse.

The input parameters were kept similar to the previous harmonic experiment.

The laser frequency of 800 nm was incident at 45o onto a fused silica Si02 target at

380 times critical density. The peak laser intensity was given as 1× 1020Wcm−2 and

a slight scale length of λ/10 was put in to simulate the plasma expansion that would

occur in experiment due to ASE and prepulses. The simulation was ran to produce

600fs of interaction, with a FWHM of 150fs peaking at -100fs – with respect to the

main pulse – for the smaller Gaussian i.e pulse shoulder, and a FWHM of 35fs for

the main pulse.

To continue the investigation of the near time contrast, the simulations were again

ran but with an initial scale length of what a 1.4ps controlled prepulse would induce.

This information was obtained from Kahaly et. al. shown in fig 5.5. They obtained

a plot of scale length which varies linearly with prepulse delay. By measuring the

phase shift the prepulse induces on a probe beam, the starting density gradient L

was determined as a function of the prepulse delay τ . The scale length then for a

1.4ps prepulse was given to be close to λ/10. This was put in to be the scale length

at the beginning of the simulation and then the shoulder intensitites were changed
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as previously descibed.

Figure 5.5: Taken from Kahaly et. al showing the dependance on plasma scale length
with prepulse delay. The slope of the linear fit give an ion sound speed of Cs = dL/dτ =
37nm/ps

5.3 EPOCH Results

There are many parameters to examine in the output of the simulations. Initially the

scale length of the plasma was examined to see how the shoulder intensity impacted

this. A timestep after the shoulder had hit the target and before the arrival of the

peak of the main pulse was chosen to look at this factor. The plasma densities are

shown for this timestep for each shoulder without an initial prepulse scalelength and

then with an initial scalelength in figs 5.6 and 5.8, figs 5.7 and 5.9 show these plasma

density gradients zoomed in.

The density was examined at 300fs, after the shoulder has hit and 67fs before

the arrival of the main pulse. This was to look at how the shoulder conditioned the

plasma and if the main pulse was interacting with a different density each time. For
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most of the shoulder intensities the gradient was very similar with the exception of

the shoulder with a 0.1 intensity of the main pulse. For this shoulder a sharp, step

like drop in density occurs around -0.04 µm from the surface of the target. This is

due to the fact that the intensity of a 0.1 intensity shoulder is great enough to push

on the plasma, creating a dense wall closer to the target surface.

Figure 5.6: Plasma scale length after the shoulder has hit and before the main peak for
each shoulder intensity with an initial plasma scale length of λ/40.
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Figure 5.7: zoomed in region of the plasma gradient - the ramp starts to increase from
around 0.25 microns before the target surface, changing the shoulder intensity modifies the
shape of this ramp.

For most of the shoulder intensities with an initially short plasma scale length, the

plasma density remains similar. There is a relatively smooth ramp up to the target

surface for the no shoulder, 0.001 intensity shoulder and 0.005 intensity shoulder.

As the shoulder intensity increases to 0.01 there is some pushing on the plasma with

the ramp up starting closer to the target suface at 0.11 µm away. There is also

some sharper more defined peaks in the gradient. For the 0.1 intensity shoulder the

laser pushes on the plasma compacting it closer to the target surface. This plasma

gradient ramps up from only 0.04 µm away from the target surface, Again there is

a sharp peak at this point.
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Figure 5.8: Plasma scale lengths for each shoulder intensity after the shoulder has hit
and before the peak of the main pulse, with an initial longer plasma scale length of λ/10.

Figure 5.9: Zoomed in regionof the plasma density gradient for different shoulder inten-
sities, the initial scale length here is longer mimicing that caused by a 1.4ps prepulse.

For the initial scale length of λ/10 case (this initial scale length is that produced

by a 1.4 ps prepulse) there is again not much difference in the plasma gradients for

the different shoulders. However the higher intensity shoulders produce a gradient

with more sharp peaks and drops, and for the most intense shoulder of 0.1 that of
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the main pulse, the laser is again intense enough to push on the plasma creating a

ramp which starts 0.1 µm closer to the taret surface.

The harmonic spectra were then examined to observe any changes in harmonic

intensities with and without a scale length. The figures shown in figure 5.10 to

figure 5.13 show the spectrum obtained by taking a Fourier transform of the electric

field at a time when the pulse was fully reflected from the target. As described

previously this reflected pulse will contain high harmonics due to the periodic Doppler

upshift of the reflected laser pulse. The Fourier transform takes the signal from the

temporal domain to the spectral domain, the harmonic orders become apparent then.

Each shoulder intensity harmonic spectrum is compared to the no shoulder case to

determine how beneficial or detrimental it is. This is done for both the long scale

length case and the ’normal’ scale length case. Harmonic orders of up to the 30th are

seen before the signal is overtaken by noise, inherent in EPOCH simulations. [92].

The red line in the harmonic plots shows the ROM mechanism roll - off in intensity

given by n−8/3
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Figure 5.10: Output harmonic spectrum for no shoulder on a log scale. Orders up to
around 30 are seen before the signal becomes comparable with the noise level.

Figure 5.11: Harmonic spectra comaprison of no shoulder and 0.1 intensity shoulder
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The same comparisons were examined for the longer initial scale length case.

Figure 5.12: Harmonic spectra comparison of no shoulder and 0.001 intensity shoulder

Figure 5.13: Harmonic spectra comparison of no shoulder and 0.1 intensity shoulder
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Observing the harmonic spectra for both cases of initial scale length, the 0.001,

0.005 and 0.01 intensity shoulders show there is little to no benefit in using a shoulder

compared to none. For the 0.1 intensity shoulder the harmonics in both cases are

significantly worse, some orders see a drop of 50 percent in intensity.The significant

drop in intensity for the 0.1 intensity shoulder could be due to the scale length

discussed previously. For the most efficient harmonic generation step like gradients

in high density plasma regions are not beneficial. This shorter scale length then

could be contributing to the worse harmonic generation.

None of the orders were improved by the introduction of a shoulder which is not in

agreement with the experiemental data from chapter 4. These simulations however

are not a direct model of the experiment and the discrepancies will be discussed

further in section 5.4.

However the attosecond pulse trains [93] for each case and shoulder intensity

were also examined and it was found that for some cases and intensities individual

attosecond pulses could be enhanced by up to 3 times. This is discussed below:

For a more in depth look at the variation of the pulses over the entire pulse

train the attosecond pulses were looked at. This is the square of the amplitude

of the frequency filtered electric field and was plotted over time for each shoulder

and prepulse variation. The attosecond pulse train is a train of short, atto, pulses

containing all the harmonic orders created in the interaction. By taking the reflected

laser pulse e - field and filtering out the fundemental laser frequency and some lower

harmonics the attosecond pulses become clear. The fully reflected electric field, taken

at a timestep that the laser pulse had been fully reflected from the target, was filtered

using a bandpass filter to only allow between the 5th and 100th harmonic through.

This filtered spectrum then reveals the attosecond pulse train as shown in fig 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Filtered reflected e field giving the attosecond pulse train- bandpass filter
applied between 5th and 100th harmonic orders - squared to make comparison clearer.
Increasing the shoulder to the most intense greatly reduces the intensity of the pulses. The
top five pulse trains are with an intially short scale length of λ/40 while the bottom five
are with an initial scale length of λ/10, this the scale length given by a 1.4ps prepulse.

Comparison figures for the attosecond pulse train of a pulse with no shoulder and

the various shoulder intensites are shown in figures 5.15 to 5.22 for a bandpass filter

between the 5th and 100th harmonic. Both the case of an initially short scale length

of λ/40 and then the ’prepulse’ scale length of λ/10 are shown.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of the attosecond pulse train (squared) between a pulse with
no shoulder and one with a 0.001 intensity of the main pulse shoulder. Both simulations
were ran with an initially shorter scale length of λ/40.

Figure 5.16: Comparison of the attosecond pulse train (squared) between a pulse with
no shoulder and one with a 0.005 intensity of the main pulse shoulder. Both simulations
were ran with an initially shorter scale length of λ/40.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of the attosecond pulse train (squared) between a pulse with
no shoulder and one with a 0.01 intensity of the main pulse shoulder. Both simulations
were ran with an initially shorter scale length of λ/40.

Figure 5.18: Comparision of attosecond pulse train (squared) between a pulse with no
shoulder and one with a 0.1 intensity of the main pulse shoulder. Again thses simulations
were ran with an initial scale length of λ/40. The comparisons show a drop in attosecond
pulse intensity as the shoulder intensity is increased.

From these attosecond pulse train comparisons with an initially short scale length,

there is clearly no benefit or enhancement seen in the pulse trains for any of the
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shoulder intensities. Figures 5.19 to 5.22 show the same comparisons between the no

shoulder pulse and increasing shoulder intensity, however this time the initial scale

length is longer, at the controlled prepulse length of λ/10.

Figure 5.19: A comparison of attosecond pulse train (squared) for no shoulder and a
0.001 intensity (of the main) shoulder, both ran with an intial longer scale length of λ/10.

Figure 5.20: Comparison of the attosecond pulse train (squared) between a pulse with
no shoulder and one with a 0.005 intensity of the main pulse shoulder. Both simulations
were ran with an initially shorter scale length of λ/10.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of the attosecond pulse train (squared) between a pulse with
no shoulder and one with a 0.01 intensity of the main pulse shoulder. Both simulations
were ran with an initially shorter scale length of λ/10.

Figure 5.22: Again a comparison of the attosecond pulse trains (squared) beween no
shoulder pulse and a pulse with a 0.1 intensity (of the main) shoulder. Both ran with an
initial longer scale length of λ/10

When the attosecond pulse trains are compared now there are certain attosecond

pulses that are enhanced by the addition of a shoulder. For a 0.001 intensity (of the
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main) shoulder an enhancement of 1.3 times is seen in one of the pulses compared

to no shoulder, 0.005 intensity shoulder gives more pulses enhanced with the highest

enhanched pulse 1.2 times the no shoulder case. The 0.01 intensity shoulder again

gives multiple pulse enhancements compared to no shoulder however the enhance-

ment is less at 1.14 times. The 0.1 intensity shoulder shows no pulse enhancement.

However weak attosecond pulses are seen earlier in the interaction as the shoulder

is strong enough to trigger the harmonic generation process. This could prove ben-

eficial for isolated attosecond pulses. [94]. While there is still no justification from

these simulations alone to use a shoulder over no shoulder this does indicate that by

use of a longer scale length , like that given by a controlled defined prepulse, along

with a shoulder there exists optimum conditions that are met over certain cycles.

[95]. This is discussed more fully in section 5.4.

The attosecond pulse trains were then filtered using a different bandpass filter.

This time a filter between the 20th and 100th harmonic was applied. As discussed

previously the cut-off frequency for CWE is related to the plasma density and in this

case corresponds to a maximum harmonic order of 21. This means any harmonics

above the 21st can be only contributed to ROM (or CSE). The following figures

examine the attosecond pulse trains.
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Figure 5.23: Figure showing the attosecond pulse trains, obtained by filtering the re-
flected e field with a bandpass filter of between the 20th and 100th harmonic. Again the
top pulse trains are from simulations with a shorter initial scale length of λ/40 and the
bottom are with an initial scale length of λ/10.

Figure 5.24: Comparison of the pulse trains (squared), filtered from the 20th harmonic,
between a pulse with no shoulder and one with a 0.001 intensity (of the main) shoulder.
Both ran with a shorter initial scale length of λ/40.
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Figure 5.25: Comparison of the pulse trains (squared), filtered from the 20th harmonic,
between a pulse with no shoulder and one with a 0.005 intensity (of the main) shoulder.
Both ran with a shorter initial scale length of λ/40.

Figure 5.26: Comparison of the pulse trains (squared), filtered from the 20th harmonic,
between a pulse with no shoulder and one with a 0.01 intensity (of the main) shoulder.
Both ran with a shorter initial scale length of λ/40.
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Figure 5.27: Comparison of pulse trains (squared), filtered from the 20th harmonic,
between a pulse with no shoulder and one with a 0.1 intensity (of the main pulse) shoulder.
Both with an initial scale length of λ/40.

For the initially short scale length case now filtered from the 20th harmonic

a different picture emerges than that of the previous filtered pulse trains. For a

comparison of the no shoulder case to the 0.001 intensity (of the main pulse) shoulder

for this filter which allows contribution from ROM harmonics only be examined a

0.001 intensity shoulder becomes preferable. An enhancement of certain pulses is

seen. For a 0.005 intensity shoulder, looking at the ROM only contribution, an

enhancement is also seen. While this is less pronunced, than the 0.001 intensity

shoulder case it could still be ruled overall beneficial or at least comparable to the

no shoulder pulse. Again the 0.01 intensity shoulder and 0.1 intensity shoulder show

multiple attosecond pulse enhancements in the ROM regime with maximum increases

of 1.4 and 2.1 times respectively.

Again the same comparisons were made with the filter from the 20th harmonic

for the longer initial prepulse case of λ/10. These comparisons are shown in figures

5.28 to 5.31
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Figure 5.28: Comparison of pulse trains (squared), filtered from the 20th harmonic,
between a pulse with no shoulder and one with a 0.001 intensity (of the main). Both ran
with an initial scale length of λ/10 to mimic a 1.4ps prepulse.

Figure 5.29: Comparison of pulse trains (squared), filtered from the 20th harmonic,
between a pulse with no shoulder and one with a 0.005 intensity (of the main). Both ran
with an initial scale length of λ/10 to mimic a 1.4ps prepulse.
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Figure 5.30: Comparison of pulse trains (squared), filtered from the 20th harmonic,
between a pulse with no shoulder and one with a 0.01 intensity (of the main). Both ran
with an initial scale length of λ/10 to mimic a 1.4ps prepulse.

Figure 5.31: Comparision of pulse trains (squared), filtered from the 20th harmonic,
between a pulse with no shoulder and a 0.1 intensity (of the main pulse) shoulder. Both
with an initial scale length of λ/10.

From these comparisons enhancements of certain attosecond pulses, contributed

to by the ROM mechanism, can also be seen for the longer inital scale length case.
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0.001 intensity shoulder and 0.005 intensity shoulder show several enhanced attosec-

ond pulses. However differing from the shorter initial scale length case filtered from

the 20th harmonic, using a 0.01 or 0.1 intensity was detrimental to the attosecond

pulses intensities.

From these comparisons of the attosecond pulses it is clear that the shoulder

intensity has an effect on the interaction. The longer initial scale length of λ/10

is more beneficial than a shorter scale length. This is well backed up by both the

previous experimental chapter as well as various sources which state the importance

of a longer plasma scale length for efficient harmonic generation.

When the reflected pulse is filtered between the 5th and 100th harmonic, for an

initally short scale length it becomes clear that with the addition of a more intense

shoulder the attosecond pulse intensity drops off. However for the initial scale length

of λ/10 case, enhancement of certain attosecond pulses are seen by the addition of a

pulse shoulder of intensity 0.001, 0.005 and 0.01. The most intense shoulder shows

a drop in intensity.

When the reflected pulse is filtered from the 20th harmonic, an examination of

how the ROM mechanism is affected by pulse shoulder can be undertaken. Again

the attosecond pulses are much stronger (up to an order of magnitude) with a longer

scale length. For increasing shoulder intensity with a short initial scale length, en-

hancements can be seen for certain attosecond pulses. This is the case that seems

most affected by the introduction of a shoulder, the ROM contribution from an ini-

tially short scale length. With a longer scale length, that given by a 1.4ps prepulse,

enhancements are seen for the 0.001 and 0.005 intensity shoulders but the 0.01 and

0.1 intensity shoulders are detrimental. In summary the introduction of a shoulder

could be beneficial depending on the scale length and which harmonic orders are

being optimised, the enhancement in the attosecond pulse intensity could be due to

specfic conditions being met over certain laser cycles to allow electron nanobunching
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to occur. [96]. This is discussed in more detail in section 5.4. By understadning more

how longer scale lengths and pulse shoulders work together to enhance or suppress

harmonic orders more control over harmonic generation experiments can occur.

5.4 Conclusion

From these preliminary simulations there are a few conclusions to draw and more

investigation to be carried out in future work. Each plot from the density gradient,

harmonic spectrum and attosecond pulse train was examined to determine where

the enhancement from scale lengths could be occuring and to understand more fully

all the dynamics. These simulations show that the near time femtosecond contrast

plays an important role in the laser plasma interaction. Initially the plasma den-

sity gradient after the shoulder hit the target shows that particularly for the most

intense shoulder this gradient is modified. Sharp peaks formed for this intensity

shoulder and the radiation pressure was suffcient to push the plasma back towards

the target creating less scale length. This importance in the shape of the plasma

density gradient was highlighted by Dromey et al. [52] where it was shown that

modifying the shape from a ramp to a step and then ramp could either suppress or

enhance harmonic orders. While the harmonic spectra showed no real enhancement

or benefit to using a pulse with a shoulder the attosecond pulse trains showed sig-

nificant enhancement of some attosecond pulses for specific conditions. [50]. These

simulations are relatively long, simulating 15 or more laser cycles. The shoulders

could be optimising the conditions for some cycles and not for others as the plasma

expands and changes. This would lead to overall a reduction in the intensity of the

harmonic spectra for pulses with a shoulder if the conditions are only met for a few

cycles. This can be seen in the attosecond pulse trains. When the shoulder intensity

and scale length is changed certain attosecond pulses are either suppressed or en-
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hanched depending on the conditions. This could be due to conditions being met to

form dense electron nanobunches. [96]. These bunches emit synchrotron radiation

coherently as they move away from the plasma. The ponderomotive force of the

incident laser pulse compresses the electrons, as the charge within the bunch grows,

the bunch is turned around by the electrostatic force, being pushed away from the

plasma. In a lot of cases the bunch then loses the compression and disperses how-

ever for very specific cases the laser fields and plasma fields balance in such a way

on the bunch as to remain or even increase compression. [97]. [98] An der Brugge

discusses the complex and precise nature of this process. It is highly sensitve to

various laser parameters such as the laser pulse duration, angle of incidence, carrier

envelope phase, laser pulse amplitude and the plasma density profile. [99]. Clearly

shown here is that by the addition of a controlled prepulse and a pulse shoulder of

certain intensities, these precise conditions can be met over a few cycles. Significant

enhancement of attosecond pulses occurs and while these timeframes are too long

to see overall enhancement in the harmonic spectrum, it is clear this finer control of

the laser plasma interaction can be of benefit. This near time femtosecond contrast

does play an important role in the interaction and could, by further investigation,

help understanding and implementing experiments in which this nanobuching occurs

more regularly. The introduction of the most intense shoulder triggered attosecond

pulses earlier in the interaction. This lead to several attosecond pulses seperated in

time from those induced by the main pulse. This could prove useful in the research

towards easily obtaining single attosecond pulses for the applications previously men-

tioned. [100] [101]. These simulations are not exact to the real life experiment, using

a 1D model limits our information about the interaction as there is no divergence

or plasma denting data, for timing purposes these simulations were also ran without

collisions however collisions will become a factor at these intensities and so could be

implemented in the future. While there are limitations of these simulations what
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they do convey is that to optimise the laser plasma interaction for efficient harmonic

generation and move towards the uses discussed previously, this near time contrast

along with modifying the plasma gradient on these femtosecond timescales needs to

be taken into consideration.
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Conclusions and Oulook

This thesis has attempted to highlight the importance and benefits of near time

controlled contrast in laser - plasma interactions. It has highlighted the importance

of this near time contrast, an often overlooked timeframe, on secondary radiation

sources. Chapter 3 looked at this contrast in terms of ion accleration. The front

surface of the target was hit with a prepulse of 1016Wcm−2 between 2 and 15 pic-

seconds before the arrival of the main pulse. This was shown to improve the proton

energies from just over 3MeV to over 17MeV. The scheme works by coupling more

of the laser energy into the plasma among other factors. Further experiments could

be carried out to observe the effect of differently timed prepulses as well as setting

up a diagnositic to observe the plasma expansion due to the prepulses. In terms of

proton charecteristics the flux of the protons could be examined as well as a com-

parison to the x-ray signal. There could be a point when the prepulse causes a drop

in proton signal but the x-rays remain strong allowing for a tunable source between

x-ray and proton radiation. This is an important aspect of working towards useable

protons in things like cancer therapy but also from a fundemental understanding.

The literature somewhat overlooks the importance of front surface plasma creation

and expansion in TNSA. A lot of studies focus on ablation lasers but this highlights
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the importance of creating a plasma tens of picoseconds before the arrival of the

main pulse.

The effect of near time contrast on high harmonic generation was also examined.

The spectral phase or third order dispersion was modified leading to contrast changes

on a femtosecond timeframe. This was found to have an effect on the subsequent har-

monics produced. Without a controlled prepulse there was a clear optimum setting

for the TOD. This TOD setting gave the laser pulse a slight shoulder, indicating that

for optimising harmonics a perfect pulse is not desirable. Changing the TOD and

adding in a controlled prepulse showed even better harmonics. The optimum TOD

setting changes to that of the perfect pulse shape due to the scale length induced by

the prepulse. However the ROM order harmonics are more efficient for a TOD set-

ting with a bigger shoulder. This could be due again due to added coupling into the

plasma or that the extra control in the the contrast sets up an optimum scale length.

The conclusion is that both picosecond and femtosecond level contrast need to be

taken into account to optimise the harmonics. This is an important consideration in

the quest to optimise harmonic generation for the applications mentioned in chapter

4. It is important to emphasize that the femtosecond contrast is not ’drowned out’

by fixing the picosecond contrast and that in fact for harmonics you are creating

a perfect system within the plasma that is highly sensitive to small changes in the

laser pulse contrast. Further experiments could examine different intensity prepulses

as well as trying to observe the evolution of the plasma density gradient using FDI

techniques.

Simulations were then undertaken to get a clearer idea of the effect of changing

this near time contrast on the harmonics generated. The simulations allow the gradi-

ent evolution to be analysied as well as other factors. An incident pulse modelled off

the TOD experimental data was inputted into EPOCH. The shoulder, which peaked

100 fs before the main pulse was changed in intensity between 0, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01
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and 0.1 the intensity of the main pulse. The effect on the harmonics was exam-

ined. While no clear enhancement of the harmonics were seen, when the attosecond

pulses were examined there was significant improvement in some of the pulses. The

conclusion is that for some laser cycles optimum conditions were being achieved via

the addition of this shoulder to create electron nanobunches. The reason for not

observing this then in the harmonic spectrum is that the simulation length is long

(to simulate an experiment) and the amount of cycles these conditions are not being

met far outweighs the few that are optimised. For future work the simulations could

be ran over a shorter period of time. This could lead to a clearer and more funda-

mental understanding of which contrast , shoulder intensity and prepulse, provides

the greatest conditions for these nanobunches to occur. Simulations with more of

a range of shoulder intensities could be ran as well as modifying the shape of the

shoulder. To get further information on 2D processes the simulations could be ran

in 2D, possibly even extending to 3D, with collisions on. This will provide a clearer

overall picture of the process. By understanding how to make these nanobunches

occur more frequently via simulations, experimental work could be undertaken in the

future whereby the incident laser pulse is modified perhaps by TOD and a prepulse is

added in, to optimise the interaction for these electron nanobuches. Facilities such as

ELI - apls can provide pulses of only a few laser cycles currently and with other laser

facilities coming on line with these capabilities it could be a successful experiment

in the not too distant future. [102]. Again this is important in optimising harmonic

generation for the applications described but also for a fundamental understanding

of laser plasma interactions and coupling. In conclusion this work highlights the

importance of this somewhat overlooked area of the pulse contrast. Instead of trying

to simply compensate for the spectral phase, changing it can optimise the harmonics

even more than by just prepulse alone. Further for harmonic generation this near

time contrast could help move towards the understanding and reliability of creat-
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ing electron nanobunches to produce efficient HHG via CSE. This will help move

towards useable sources of high harmonics for the applications staterd previously.

For ion acceleration, front surface pre heating or conditioning of the target on a few

picosecond timeframe is very beneficial. The added laser plasma coupling allows for

ions to be accelerated to a much higher energy. Moving forward these aspects of

contrast can be taken into account for future experiments and examined in greater

detail.
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